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Introduction 

Almost 90% of non-proprietorship businesses are 
organized as pass-through entities (PTEs). The 
prevalence of the C corporation form has steadily 
declined since the 1986 Tax Reform Act.  

The growth in PTEs has not escaped the in-
terest of the IRS. The IRS has announced plans 
to greatly increase the audits of partnerships. 
An IRS Large Business and International 
(LB&I) division compliance campaign will tar-
get reported partnership losses in excess of 
basis. The centralized partnership audit regime 
initiated in 2018 will facilitate the increased 
audit activity.1 

The groundwork for enhanced audit activ-
ity is also found in new questions on PTE tax 
filings. The answers provided to these new 
questions may signal greater audit risk. If so, 
the preparer needs to consider that tax return 
question answers, even if seemingly innocu-
ous, may later need to be defended.  

The PTE filing is an information return to 
assist the PTE owners to report shares of in-
come, gain, deduction, and loss of the entity. 
As Congress continues to enact legislation that 

differentially affects taxpayers of different 
types and income levels, the detail of informa-
tion reporting in PTE returns has increased. 
This includes an increase in separately stated 
items as well as required or helpful supplemen-
tal information reporting.  

The ability to prepare the PTE return de-
pends on an understanding of why the forms 
request various types of information. It has 
therefore become difficult to prepare PTE tax 
returns without a detailed knowledge of Sub-
chapter K and Subchapter S as well as general 
provisions of the tax law that apply at the PTE 
owner level. Preparers of the more than 9 mil-
lion PTE returns have varying levels of knowl-
edge and experience with these specific statu-
tory provisions.  

Many anti-abuse rules have been enacted to 
deal with sophisticated PTE taxpayers who 
may push the boundaries of the law. Tax return 
questions designed to target potential abuses 
apply equally to smaller and perhaps less so-
phisticated businesses and their preparers. 
What may have once been regarded as a simple 
act of tax compliance for the PTE is now inex-
tricably tied to a complex system of laws.  

The growth in PTEs requires tax profession-
als to devote increasing effort to keeping cur-
rent with Subchapters K and S. There are many 

The growth in 
pass-through 
entities (PTEs) 
requires tax 
professionals to 
devote 
increasing effort 
to keeping 
current with 
Subchapters K 
and S. This 
article uses the 
questions on 
Form 1065 and 
Form 1120S to 
identify the 
issues that the 
tax adviser 
should consider 
when both 
advising a PTE 
on transactional 
structures and in 
properly filing 
the entity tax 
return. 

JAMES R. HAMILL, CPA, Ph.D., is Director of Tax Practice at 
Reynolds Hix & Co. in Albuquerque, New Mexico and Associate Pro-
fessor of Accounting at Texas A&M University—Commerce.  
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4 CORPORATE TAXATION MAY / JUNE 2022 PASS-THROUGH ENTITY TAX FORMS

EXHIBIT 1 

Specific PTE Questions 
 

Form or Topic Reference Issues Identified

1 1065, page 1, Item K Sections 465, 469 Groupings Done by Partnership

2 1065, page 2, Q6 COD event(s)

3 1065, page 2, Q10 Section 754 election

4 1065, page 3, Q11 Swap-and-drop (Section 1031)

5 1065, page 3, Q12 Drop-and-swap (Section 1031)

6 1065, page 3, Q24 Section 163(j) applicability

7 1065, page 3, Q25 QOF status

8 1065, K-1, Item I2 Partner is a retirement plan?

9 1065, K-1, Item J Shares of Capital, P&L

10 1065, K-1, Item K Shares of Debt (3 types)

11 1065, K-1, Item L Tax basis capital reconciliation

12 1065, K-1, Item M Contributed Section 704(c), in current year

13 1065, K-1, Item N Unrecognized Section 704(c), aggregated

14 1065, K-1, Box 22 Check if > one Section 465 activity, statement attached

15 1065, K-1 Box 23 Check if > one Section 469 activity, statement attached

16 1120S, page 1, Item G Designate if election year

17 1120S, page 1, Item J Sections 465, 469 Groupings Done by Corporation

18 1120S, page 2, line 8 NUBIG calculation

19 1120S, page 2, line 10 Section 163(j) applicability

20 1120S, page 3, line 12 COD event(s) – non-SH debt 

21 1120S, page 3, line 13 QSub termination or revocation

22 1120S, page 3, line 15 QOF status

23 1120S, page 5, M2 AAA, E&P, OAA reconciliation

24 1120S, K-1, Item 18 Check if > one Section 465 activity, statement attached

25 1120S, K-1, Item 19 Check if > one Section 469 activity, statement attached

26 1120S, K-1, Item H Number of shares (units)

27 112S, K-1, Item I Debt owed corporation-to-shareholder

28 1040, Sch E, basis schedule
Check if shareholder required to attach Form 7203: (4)  
scenarios

29 Tax Basis Capital – Partnership How to – “transactional tax basis” reporting

30 S corporation qualification Issues to identify before they become problems

31
Section 199A RPE Reporting 

Reg. 1.199A-6

How many businesses? 

SSTB for each business? 

QBI, by business? 

W2, UBIA, each by business? 

REIT Dividends?
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5 CORPORATE TAXATIONMAY / JUNE 2022PASS-THROUGH ENTITY TAX FORMS

EXHIBIT 2 

General Purpose of Items—Identified by Exhibit 1 Item Reference 

Item Brief Summary of Issue(s) Involved

1 If partnership aggregates, partners may not disaggregate. Try to segregate

2 Section 108 exclusions apply at partner level; allocation follows debt share

3 Useful if new client to determine history; once made binding on future years

4 Identifies possible problem with partnership’s Section 1031 exchange 

5 Identifies possible problem with identity of seller

6 Does Section 163(j) apply; if yes, added reporting complexity

7 GAO study notes concerns with eligibility

8 Possible UBTI for business income or debt-financed income

9 Identify shifts in interest (varying interest allocations); may be confusing to measure 

10 Help with basis of interest; look for possible misclassification

11 Now required; not clear how to determine in some cases; problems with new clients

12 Identifies contributed property with BIG or BIL; not reverse Section 704(c)

13 Helps determine allocation efficacy; possible distribution triggers of Section 704(c)

14, 15 Partnership classification cannot be undone by partners

16 Should have 2553 already filed or attach with first return with a reasonable cause

17 If corporation aggregates, shareholders may not disaggregate; try to segregate

18 Hard to identify if no appraisal as going concern; AICPA SSTS No. 2 may help answer

19 Does Section 163(j) apply; if yes, added reporting complexity

20 Section 108 exclusions apply at corporate level

21 May identify a taxable transaction for the corporation

22 GAO study notes concerns with eligibility

23 PPP loan issue; impact on distribution treatment

24 Corporate classification cannot be undone by shareholders

25 Corporate classification cannot be undone by shareholders

26 Helps ensure proper allocations; assess conformity with single class of stock

27 Possible identification of debt-as-equity issue. Sections 385, 1361(c)(5); Reg 1.1361-1(l)

28 Distribution; debt repayment; sale/redemption of stock; loss pass-through

29 Generally tracks outside basis without debt shares 

30 Can cause problems when shareholder(s) sell – more so than IRS challenge

31 Items that must be separately stated for all RPEs for Section 199A purposes
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ways to do this. This article will use the ques-
tions on the Form 1065 and Form 1120S to 
identify the issues that the tax adviser should 
consider when both advising a PTE on transac-
tional structures and in properly filing the en-
tity tax return.  

Understanding why specific lines and ques-
tions exist can help understand key PTE tax 
items and identify planning opportunities for 
the owners of the entities. The forms them-
selves, and the required questions and supple-
mental schedules in particular, can be a train-
ing ground in the taxation of a PTE and its 
owners.  

Exhibit 1 identifies key questions asked on 
the Forms 1065 and 1120S. The items are not 
exhaustive but represent the key issues that 
arise when preparing the typical PTE return. 
Exhibit 2 has a brief explanation of the purpose 
of each Exhibit 1 item. This article will expand 
upon that brief explanation. In doing so, the 
discussion may be useful to professionals 
preparing PTE returns, particularly younger 
professionals who may not be familiar with the 
history behind each information item.  

Some items are specific to each distinct type 
of PTE. Other commonly required informa-
tion disclosures are similar for both PTE 
forms. Exhibit 1 may be used to illustrate the 
overlap between the questions asked on Form 
1065 and those on Form 1120S.  

It is not possible to cover all issues that may 
arise in preparing a PTE return. For example, 
the scope and purpose of new K-2 and K-3 re-
porting, while important, is still evolving. This 
article ignores the detailed K-2 and K-3 report-
ing, as well as certain other items less frequently 
seen, to allow a more exhaustive focus on the 
most commonly encountered issues currently 
associated with domestic transactions.2 

Partnership items—Form 1065 
One of the first questions asked on page 1 of the 
Form 1065 is whether the partnership has aggre-

gated activities for purposes of Section 465 (at-
risk) or Section 469 (passive loss). A box is 
checked to indicate an entity-level aggregation for 
either purpose. The PTE box corresponds to sim-
ilar questions asked on the partners’ K-1 forms 
(boxes 22 and 23), which also require that a box be 
checked if aggregation has occurred. While an-
swering this question does not require a detailed 
knowledge of either the at-risk or passive loss pro-
visions, the preparer should consider the merits of 
entity-level aggregation. Partnership-level aggre-
gation will be binding on the partners.  

The Section 465 at-risk rules limit losses to 
the amount treated as being at risk with respect 
to each partner. While the loss limitation does 
not apply to the partnership itself, the decisions 
made by the partnership may affect the appli-
cation of the rules to the partner.  

Section 704(d) limits a partner’s ability to 
claim a current year loss to the partner’s basis 
in the partnership interest. Section 465(a) lim-
its the partner’s loss to amounts at risk with re-
spect to each separate activity of the partner-
ship. Section 469(a) limits a loss incurred from 
a trade or business activity in which the partner 
does not materially participate for the year.  

Reg. 1.469-2T(d)(6) coordinates the opera-
tion of these three loss limitation rules, includ-
ing the order in which they are applied. The 
Section 704(d) basis limitation, applied first, al-
lows the partner to use the entire basis of the 
partnership interest without the need to trace 
that basis to a specific activity. In contrast, both 
Section 465 and Section 469 limit the loss on an 
activity-by-activity basis. This is why the Form 
1065 asks whether the partnership has aggre-
gated activities for purposes of either Section 
465 or Section 469.3 

The decision process involved in answering 
these aggregation questions can be complex. 
The activity definitions are different for each 
provision. Section 465(c)(2)(A) lists five activ-
ities that generally must be segregated. Section 
465(c)(3)(B) then provides rules for aggrega-
tion of any non-listed activities.  

Reg. 1.469-4(c) generally requires aggrega-
tion of operations that constitute an “appropri-
ate economic unit” (AEU). Reg. 1.469-4(c)(2) 
identifies five factors to consider when aggre-
gating operations under the AEU test. Reg. 
1.469-4(d) prohibits aggregation of rental and 
non-rental operations, unless one is insignifi-
cant in relation to the other or the rental is to a 
trade or business in which the ownership of the 
rental and business operations is the same.  

6 CORPORATE TAXATION MAY / JUNE 2022 PASS-THROUGH ENTITY TAX FORMS

1
The Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration (TIGTA) 
issued a report (2022-30-020) on 3/17/2022 with results of 
early centralized audits. This report included recommendations 
for future audit activity.  

2
The K-2 and K-3 reporting is for items of international tax rele-
vance. Who must file is still evolving, with IRS offering transi-
tional relief (IR 2022-38) while addressing concerns of the com-
plexity of these filings. The purpose of the new forms, however, 
is to standardize reporting of information previously reported in 
“white paper” attachments.  

3
Section 461(l)(1) limits aggregate business losses at the individ-
ual taxpayer level. The PTE has no role in this (final) limitation 
provision.  
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The Form 1065 does not ask about aggrega-
tion for purposes of the Section 1411 net in-
vestment income tax (NIIT), but Reg. 1.1411-
5(b) defines income subject to the NIIT by 
reference to the passive activity classification. 
Therefore, the response to the Section 469 
question applies equally to Section 1411.  

The aggregation question on Form 1065, 
page 1, item K, which corresponds to the 
question for box 22 and box 23 of each part-
ner’s Schedule K-1, may appear innocuous 
because it simply involves checking, or not 
checking, a box. However, the decision pro- 
cess involved in the “box checking” response 
can be challenging and have significant im-
plications for partners subject to the loss lim-
itation provisions of either Section 465 or 
Section 469.  

If a partnership aggregates operations into 
one activity for purposes of Section 469, the 
partner may not disaggregate that activity. 
The partner may further aggregate operations 
conducted through other PTEs or directly by 
the partner, but may not pull apart that which 
the partnership has bound together.4 Where 
possible, the PTE should disaggregate opera-
tions. Each separate activity would require 
supplemental information disclosure so the 
PTE would need suitable records to allow dis-
aggregation.  

Interestingly, the Form 1065 does not ask if 
the partnership has aggregated trade or busi-
nesses for purposes of Section 199A (QBID). 
No aggregation is required for Section 199A, 
but a taxpayer may choose to aggregate sub-
ject to the requirements identified in Reg. 
1.199A-4(b).  

A “relevant pass-through entity” (RPE), 
which includes a partnership or an S corpora-
tion, may elect to aggregate trades or busi-
nesses.5 An owner of the RPE is subject to a 
consistency rule that requires the owner to fol-
low the RPE aggregation. As is true with Sec-
tions 465 and 469, the RPE owner may further 
aggregate subject to the requirements of Reg. 
1.199A-4(b). The RPE is also subject to consis-
tent reporting for aggregation done by a 
lower-tier RPE, but may add to the lower-tier 
entity’s aggregated businesses. The RPE must 
attach a statement to each partner’s K-1 form 

providing details of items reported by a lower-
tier partnership.6 

The RPE is required to report QBI, W-2 
wages, and UBIA for each trade or business or 
aggregated trade or business. Qualified busi-
ness income (QBI) forms the base for the al-
lowed deduction. The W-2 wages and UBIA are 
relevant only for high-income owners. The RPE 
determines how many businesses it has and if 
any of those businesses are specified service 
trades or businesses (SSTBs).7 If the RPE fails to 
satisfy its reporting obligation, the QBI, W-2 
wages, and UBIA are presumed to be zero.8 

Form 1065, page 2, question 6 asks if the 
partnership had a reduction in its debt result-
ing from a cancellation, reduction, or modifi-
cation. Section 61(a)(11) defines gross income 

to include a cancellation of indebtedness 
(COD). Section 108 then provides options for 
the exclusion of COD income, including pos-
sible reduction in tax attributes that may lead 
to a deferral rather than a permanent income 
exclusion.  

Under “aggregate” principles applicable to 
partnerships, the availability of the Section 108 
exclusions is determined at the partner level.9 
The IRS would then expect to see any COD in-
come resulting from question 6 reported by the 
partnership and allocated among the partners. 
This is so even if one or more partners might be 
eligible for a Section 108 exclusion provision. 
An affirmative question 6 response would also 
correspond to a Section 752(b) deemed distri-
bution of money. Partner-level K-1 reporting 
more directly highlights that issue because the 
effect is partner specific.  

Form 1065, page 2, question 10 asks if the 
partnership is making, or has previously made, 
a Section 754 election to adjust tax basis in 
specified situations. If the response is “Yes,” the 
partnership is then asked if an event occurred 
in the current year that would give rise to an 
adjustment under either Section 734 (partner-

7 CORPORATE TAXATIONMAY / JUNE 2022PASS-THROUGH ENTITY TAX FORMS

4
Reg. 1.469-4(d)(5)(i).  

5
Reg. 1.199A-4(b)(2)(ii).  

6
Reg. 1.199A-6(b)(3)(ii).  

7
See Reg. 1.199A-6(b)(2) for the RPE reporting obligations. An 
SSTB reports items in the same manner as a non-SSTB, but 

“threshold income” owners may be subject to a separate reduc-

tion in the allowed SSTB deduction imposed by the “applicable 

percentage.”  
8

Reg. 1.199A-6(b)(3)(iii).  
9

Section 108(d)(6).  

One of the first questions asked on Form 
1065 is whether the partnership has 
aggregated activities for purposes of Section 
465 (at-risk) or Section 469 (passive loss).
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ship-level basis adjustment triggered by a dis-
tribution) or Section 743 (partner-specific ad-
justment triggered by a sale or exchange of an 
interest, including by the death of a partner). 
While the Section 743 adjustment does not af-
fect the partnership itself, Reg. 1.743-1(j) im-
poses a reporting obligation on the partnership 
for the effects of the adjustment on the partner.  

Question 10 highlights the need for the 
partnership to attach a required statement for 
each type of adjustment. Reg. 1.734-1(d) and 
Reg. 1.743-1(k)(1) include details required for 
each form of disclosure. The Section 734 ad-
justment occurs because of a partnership dis-
tribution so that the partnership is aware of the 
triggering event. The partnership’s Section 743 
reporting obligation is conditioned on the 
transferee partner informing the partnership 
of the transfer within 30 days.10 

A final part of question 10 asks if the part-
nership is required to record the effects of a 
substantial built-in loss adjustment under Sec-
tions 734(d) or 743(d). Both provisions require 
a mandatory adjustment when the result 
would be a negative adjustment in excess of 
$250,000.11 This is a separate question because 
the adjustment occurs when no Section 754 
election would otherwise mandate it. The part-
nership must record the negative adjustment 
but is not bound by the effects of a Section 754 
election in future periods. The IRS would ex-
pect to see an explanatory statement if both 10a 
and 10b are marked “Yes,” or if 10c is sepa-
rately marked “Yes.”  

Form 1065, page 3, questions 11 and 12 
highlight a potential qualification issue for a 
Section 1031 like-kind exchange. Question 11 
asks about a “swap-and-drop” and question 12 
about a “drop-and-swap.” Section 1031 allows 
a deferral of gain when a taxpayer exchanges 

real property held for investment or trade or 
business use for real property of a like kind also 
to be held for investment or trade or business 
use. The partnership is generally the taxpayer 
seeking to qualify for nonrecognition relief.  

Question 11 asks if the partnership distrib-
uted or transferred the replacement property 
acquired from a partnership-level exchange. 
Question 12 asks if the partnership distrib-
uted an undivided share in (to be relin-
quished) property to one or more partners. 
The question’s response may identify an at-
tempt to re-define the exchanging party. Part-
ners often do not each want to complete a 
like-kind exchange, or may not want to con-
tinue as partners in exchange replacement 
property. A “drop-and-swap” is an approach 
commonly used to attempt to redefine the ex-
changing party.  

As a simple example, consider a three-per-
son partnership holding property valued at  
$3 million. Each member owns a one-third in-
terest in all items. Members Alex and Barb 
want to continue as partners following an ex-
change while Member Carol wants to own ex-
change replacement property on her own.  

The partnership might sell the relinquished 
property and exchange into two properties, 
one valued at $2 million and the other at $1 
million. The partnership would then distribute 
the $1 million property, selected by Carol, in 
liquidation of Carol’s interest.  

Question 11 would highlight this transac-
tion. The IRS could question whether the part-
nership satisfied the requisite motive to hold 
the replacement property for investment or 
business use and challenge the $1 million asset 
as qualified replacement property.12 An alter-
native formulation of the exchange qualifica-
tion issue would be if the partnership first dis-
tributed a fractional one-third ownership share 
to Carol, who then sold her fractional interest 
separately from the partnership. Carol would 
then contend that she may engage in an ex-
change separate from the partnership. Alex 
and Barb could remain in the partnership to 
complete a $2 million exchange.  

Question 12 would identify this structure as 
well as other similarly motivated distributions 
of fractional ownership shares.13 The IRS could 
challenge the qualification of the distributed 
property interest in Carol’s hands (contending 
her motive is to exchange) or could contend 
that a sale of the entire property was effectively 
consummated by the partnership before the 

8 CORPORATE TAXATION MAY / JUNE 2022 PASS-THROUGH ENTITY TAX FORMS

10
Reg. 1.743-1(k)(2).  

11
This may occur if the basis of partnership assets exceeds FMV 
by more than $250,000 or if a transferee would be allocated a 
loss of more than $250,000 from a hypothetical sale of part-
nership assets at FMV.  

12
See Maloney, 93 TC 89 (1989), as a possible defense against an 
IRS challenge.  

13
The partnership often liquidates by distributing fractional 
shares to all partners, who then contend Section 1031 is applied 
independently to each owner.  

Form 1065 asks if the partnership had a 
reduction in its debt resulting from a 
cancellation, reduction, or modification.
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distribution. The exchange would then fail if 
the partnership did not fully replace the relin-
quished property.14 The IRS might also argue 
that the co-ownership arrangement following 
the distribution, and before the sale, was itself 
a partnership.15 

Question 24 asks questions to determine if 
the partnership may be subject to reporting 
business interest expense for purposes of the 
Section 163(j) limitation. Where applicable, 
the partnership must then file Form 8990 
(Limitation on Business Interest Expense 
Under Section 163(j)). Part II of this form 
identifies excess taxable income and excess 
business interest expense of a partnership, 
and Part III identifies the same information 
for S corporations. Schedule A and Schedule 
B are used to report partners and sharehold-
ers excess items and carryforward amounts. 
Schedules A and B of the Form 8990 will iden-
tify pass-through items of business interest 
expense, adjusted taxable income, business 
interest income, and carryforward items. All 
are required to determine the applicability of 
Section 163(j) limitations at the partner or 
shareholder level.  

Question 25 first asks if the partnership in-
tends to qualify as a “Qualified Opportunity 
Fund” (QOF) and, if so, if the Form 8996 (Qual-
ified Opportunity Fund) is attached to the part-
nership return.16 This form is used to self-certify 
the entity’s status as a QOF and is filed each year 
to certify continued eligibility as a QOF.  

A QOF must have 90% or more of its assets 
held in Qualified Opportunity Zone property.17 
The QOF tests twice a year, and the 90% test is 
satisfied if the average of qualifying assets sat-
isfies the test. Thus, one computes the percent-
age for two separate six-month periods and 
then adds the percentages and divides by two 
to get the average.  

This average is reported on line 14 of the 
Form 8996. Form 1065, question 25 asks for 
the amount from line 15 of the Form 8996. If 
the 90% test is satisfied, line 15 is zero. This line 
15 amount is used to determine any potential 
penalty for the QOF’s failure to satisfy the asset 

test. Entering zero on Form 1065, line 25 indi-
cates that the QOF partnership is not subject to 
a penalty tax.  

S corporation items—Form 1120S 
Many of the Form 1120S questions directed to the 
entity are similar to those of the Form 1065. Ex-
hibit 1 highlights the considerable overlap in the 
PTE form questions. The focus in this section will 
generally be on those questions that are specific to 
S corporations.  

Page 1, item G asks if the year in question is 
the first year for which the S election is to be ef-
fective. This would generally mean that the 
election form, Form 2553 (Election by a Small 
Business Corporation), was filed by the 15th day 
of the third month of the current year. In that 
case, the box would be checked to indicate that 
the current year was the first year as an S cor-
poration and no supporting documentation 
would be attached to the 1120S. If the election 
had not been timely filed, or was defective in 
some manner,18 Rev. Proc. 2013-30 allows a 
qualifying entity to file the election with the 
current year tax return.19 

Page 1, item J asks if the S corporation has 
aggregated activities for purposes of Section 
465 or grouped activities for purposes of Sec-
tion 469. These questions are asked for the 
same reasons as discussed earlier with respect 
to partnerships. Similar to the partnership, the 
shareholders’ K-1 forms ask, in boxes 18 and 

19, the same activity aggregation questions 
asked of the entity in Item J. Shareholders are 
subject to the same consistency rules that apply 
to partners.  

As a Section 199A defined RPE, S corpora-
tions are subject to the same Section 199A re-
porting as detailed earlier for partnerships.  
S corporations are also subject to the same Sec-
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14
See Court Holding Company, 324 US 331 (1945), for the partner-
ship-as-seller challenge. This case dealt with a corporation, but 
the application of step-transaction principles would be the 
same.  

15
See Rev. Proc. 2002-22, 2002-1 CB 733, for guidance in struc-
turing co-ownership of real property to avoid partnership sta-
tus. This guidance is intended for advance ruling purposes but 
may also be used for general guidance.  

16
A QOF may be a partnership or a corporation.  

17
Section 1400Z-2(d)(1).  

18
For example, not all affected shareholders may have con-
sented, including those with community property rights under 
state law, or those who had disposed of their shares between 
the first day of the corporate tax year and the date the election 
was filed.  

19
Form 2553 requires a declaration that a reasonable cause ex-
ists for the late-filed election and a statement of the reasonable 
cause.  

Form 1065 questions highlight a potential 
qualification issue for a Section 1031 like-
kind exchange.
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tion 163(j) reporting as discussed earlier for 
partnerships. Question 10 of Schedule B asks 
the same questions as previously noted for 
partnerships and may require the RPE to at-
tach Form 8990 with the information dis-
cussed above in the partnership section.  

Page 2 (Schedule B) question 12 asks for the 
corporation’s net unrealized built-in gain 
(NUBIG) reduced by any previously recog-
nized BIG. NUBIG must be computed for an S 
corporation that was previously a C corpora-
tion. Section 1374(c)(1) provides a general rule 
that the BIG tax does not apply to an entity that 
has always been an S corporation. However, 
this is modified by Section 1374(d)(8), which 
provides that if the S corporation acquired as-
sets from a C corporation in a carryover basis 
transaction, the BIG tax applies to the extent of 
the excess of the FMV of the acquired assets 
over the tax basis to the S corporation at the 
date of acquisition.  

There are two situations where this could 
occur. First, the S corporation acquires a C cor-
poration in an asset acquisition that qualifies as 
a reorganization.20 An acquisitive asset reor-
ganization could include a “Type A”,21 a “Type 
C”,22 an acquisitive form of a “Type D,”23 or a 

forward triangular merger.24 Second, the S cor-
poration acquires the stock of a C corporation 
and elects to treat the acquired entity as a qual-
ified Subchapter S subsidiary (QSub).  

The QSub election will cause a deemed liq-
uidation subject to Section 337 (liquidated C 
corporation) and Section 332 (parent S cor-
poration).25 No gain will generally be recog-
nized by either party. The S corporation then 
acquires a carryover basis in the assets of the 
former C corporation.26 A QSub election 
causes a deemed, rather than an actual, liqui-
dation so the acquired entity will typically 
survive, but no longer as a C corporation, and 

will be deemed to be a division of the parent S 
corporation.  

If there are multiple transactions that create 
NUBIG, the S corporation must separately re-
port each “pool” of NUBIG. Section 1374(d)(7) 
limits the BIG exposure to five years. The in-
structions to the Form 1120S do not state that 
the NUBIG question can be disregarded after 
the five-year period has lapsed. However, it 
would seem pointless to continue to report the 
figure after the statutory recognition period 
had lapsed. The number would then be frozen 
as of the end of the recognition period and 
would potentially provide misleading informa-
tion implying a continuing potential corpo-
rate-level tax exposure.  

Question 12 asks if corporate third-party 
debt has been canceled, reduced, or forgiven. 
This is similar to the question asked on the 
partnership Form 1065. However, the S corpo-
ration follows an “entity” approach with re-
spect to COD events. This means several 
things. Section 108(d)(7)(A) applies the COD 
exclusion provisions at the entity level. Any 
COD income excluded by Section 108 does not 
increase corporate reported income or the cor-
poration’s accumulated adjustments account 
(AAA). Form 982 (Reduction of Tax Attributes 
Due to Discharge of Indebtedness) would be 
filed by the entity to claim any exclusion.  

Any attribute reduction mandated by Sec-
tion 108(b) is applied at the entity level, with 
any Section 1366(d)(1) suspended loss for the 
year of the discharge treated as a net operating 
loss for purposes of the Section 108(b)(2)(A) at-
tribute reduction.27 Forgiveness of a Paycheck 
Protection Program (PPP) loan is ignored for 
purposes of question 12 and its attendant re-
porting because the income exclusion arises 
outside of Section 108.28 

Question 13 asks if there was a termination 
of QSub status during the year, either by affir-
mative revocation of the election or by termi-
nation by failure to qualify. If “Yes” is checked, 
the corporation must also attach a statement to 
the return for the year of the termination or 
revocation, including the information required 
by Reg. 1.1361-5(a)(2). The effects of the termi-
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20
See the carryover basis rule of Section 358(a)(1), which applies 
when Section 361 protects the transferor corporation from 
recognition of gain on an asset transfer pursuant to a reorgan-
ization.  

21
Section 368(a)(1)(A).  

22
Section 368(a)(1)(C).  

23
Section 368(a)(1)(D).  

24
Section 368(a)(2)(D).  

25
Reg. 1.1361-4(a)(2).  

26
Section 334(b)(1).  

27
This provision states that the NOL is the first tax attribute to be 
reduced when a Section 108 exclusion applies.  

28
The 2020 Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act 
(CARES Act) excludes PPP loan forgiveness from income.  

Form 1065 asks questions to determine if the 
partnership may be subject to reporting 
business interest expense for purposes of 
the Section 163(j) limitation.
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nation or revocation are set forth in Reg. 
1.1361-5(b).  

Question 15 asks if the entity is a QOF for 
the year and is attaching Form 8996 to certify 
its status as a QOF. Similar to a partnership, the 
corporation must (annually) provide the num-
ber from line 15 of the Form 8996, used to de-
termine if a penalty may apply for noncompli-
ance with the QOF asset test.  

Schedule M-2 requires the corporation to 
provide a reconciliation of the AAA, earnings 
and profits (E&P), and other adjustments ac-
count (OAA) for the year.29 Because S corpora-
tions do not generate E&P during S years, the 
E&P column reports only any beginning bal-
ance, reductions for distributions taxed as div-
idends under Section 1368(c)(2), and an end-
ing balance.  

PPP loans have created some confusion 
with respect to the determination of AAA and 
OAA. Tax-exempt income and expenses asso-
ciated with tax-exempt income are included in 
OAA rather than AAA. If an S corporation 
with E&P distributes tax-exempt income, the 
distribution can become a dividend if AAA has 
been exhausted. Forgiveness of PPP loans cre-
ates tax-exempt income typically reported in 
OAA. However, the expenses paid by the PPP 
funds are deductible.30 

An S corporation with E&P would increase 
the likelihood of a dividend distribution if de-
ductible PPP-funded expenses reduce AAA 
rather than OAA. This AAA reduction would 
generally occur simply by following the M-2 
schedule because AAA is reduced by line 21 or-
dinary income or loss. Line 21 would be ex-
pected to include any Section 162 expenses 
funded by PPP loan proceeds.  

The Consolidated Appropriations Act 
(CAA) clarified both that Section 162 expenses 
funded by PPP loan proceeds could be de-
ducted, and that the excluded forgiveness in-
come would be treated as an item of tax-ex-
empt income increasing the shareholder’s 
basis. CAA was silent on the effect of the ex-
cluded income on AAA.  

Reg. 1.1368-2(a)(2)(i) does not increase 
AAA for items of tax-exempt income. Similarly, 
Reg. 1.1368-2(a)(3)(i)(C)(2) does not decrease 
AAA for expenses associated with tax-exempt 
income. Arguably this would allow the full ef-
fects of the PPP loan transaction to be recorded 
in OAA. However, the mechanics of the M-2 
schedule will reduce AAA for PPP funded 
items reported in line 21 income or loss.  

The instructions to the 2021 1120-S clarify 
that the forgiven income should be included 
as part of the OAA, and that the expenses as-
sociated with that excluded income should 
also be part of OAA (and not AAA). The in-
structions state that if the expenses flow to the 
AAA (for example, through line 21 ordinary 
income or loss), the M-2 should reverse that 
AAA impact by including the expenses as line 
3 other additions.  

The net effect is that the exempt income and 
deductible expenses associated with the PPP 
funds all flow through OAA and there is no 
(net) effect on AAA. While this result is wel-
come, the M-2 reporting is complicated by 
PPP transactions.  

Partner K-1 reporting 
There is a mandated, or minimum, amount of 
information that must be provided to each part-
ner on the K-1 schedule. However, understand-
ing how partners use this information can be 
helpful in both properly completing the K-1 as 
well as identifying situations where supplemen-
tal information, even if not required, may be 
helpful to the partner. Certain information on 
the K-1 may also assist the IRS in identifying 
possible audit issues. It can be important for a 
preparer to know how all parties may use the in-
formation provided on the K-1.  

Item J asks the partner’s share of profit, loss, 
and capital, each reported for the beginning 
and the end of the year. Usually profit and loss 
percentages are stated in the partnership agree-
ment as a single percentage. The agreement 
may prescribe changing percentages either due 
to attaining specified targets, or because of a 
major capital event. The agreement may also 
call for item allocations so that the partner’s 
share of specific items is not the same. Alloca-
tions may also be required to attain “targeted” 
capital balances matching the hypothetical dis-
tributions following a hypothetical liquidation.  

In each of these cases, it may not be clear 
what (single) percentage should be reported. 
Reasonable people may then disagree how to 
specify a single percentage on the K-1 sched-
ule. The most important issue in such cases is 
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Many of the Form 1120S questions directed 
to the entity are similar to those of the Form 
1065.
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to be consistent in the approach taken from 
year to year.  

IRS instructions explain capital percentages 
to be the percentage of assets to be received by 
the partner if the partnership were to liquidate. 
Many partnerships liquidate by Section 704(b) 
capital balances to comply with a regulatory 
safe harbor for tax allocations.31 

Partnership K-1 capital must now be re-
ported using transactional tax basis capital ac-
counts. The tax basis capital will be less likely to 
represent rights to assets upon liquidation than 
Section 704(b) capital. However, many part-
nerships may simply report each partner’s 
share of the capital to agree to the K-1 reported 
tax basis balances. If a partner has a negative 
capital, the share of capital should be reported 
as zero.32 This will require a proportional ad-
justment to the capital percentages of those 
partners with positive capital accounts.  

Item K requires reporting the partner’s share 
of recourse liabilities, nonrecourse liabilities, 
and qualified nonrecourse liabilities. Complet-
ing this section may require four steps.  

First, Reg. 1.752-1(a) is used to distinguish a 
recourse liability from a nonrecourse liability. 
Second, Reg. 1.752-2(a) determines partners’ 
shares of recourse liabilities. Third, Reg. 1.752-
3(a) determines partners’ shares of nonre-
course liabilities. These three steps allow a de-
termination of increases and decreases in 
partners’ shares of partnership debt, based on 
classification of each debt instrument. These 
Section 752 debt shares then affect the basis of 
partners’ interests based on deemed contribu-
tions and distributions under Sections 752(a) 
and (b) respectively. Deemed contributions in-

crease partners’ basis under Section 722 and 
deemed distributions decrease basis under Sec-
tion 733.  

The fourth step may require bifurcation of 
the nonrecourse debt share. Qualified nonre-
course debt is defined in Reg. 1.465-27 and 
serves to increase a partner’s at-risk basis. Item 
K reports each partner’s aggregate share of 

qualified nonrecourse debt. If the partnership 
reports more than one at-risk activity, an at-
tachment to the partner’s K-1 should identify 
the at-risk qualified debt shares activity-by-ac-
tivity. Segregation into three categories of debt 
shares is necessary to allow the partner to com-
pute at-risk basis for each activity. Segregation 
is not needed to determine the basis of the in-
terest for other purposes.33 

Item L requires a reconciliation of the part-
ner’s capital account from the beginning of the 
year to the end of the year. This capital must 
now be determined using the transactional tax 
basis method. In general, this method meas-
ures the basis of the partner’s interest without 
regard to the share of partnership liabilities. 
However, there are situations where the trans-
actional tax basis capital will not fully track the 
basis of the interest without regard to liabilities. 
In these situations, reasonable people may dis-
agree on how transactional tax basis capital 
should be recorded. These topics are beyond 
the scope of this article.34 

Item M asks if the partner has contributed 
property with a built-in gain or loss. Section 
704(c) determines allocations with respect to 
built-in gains and losses. Item N asks for the 
partner’s share of unrecognized Section 704(c) 
gain or loss at the beginning of the year and at 
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29
One other classification, less commonly seen, is the share-
holder’s undistributed taxable income previously taxed. This re-
lates to earnings prior to the 1982 Subchapter S Revision Act 
(P.L. 97-354).  

30
This result was confirmed by the 2021 Consolidated Appropria-
tions Act (CAA).  

31
See, for example, the economic effect safe harbors of Reg. 
1.704-1(b)(2)(ii)(b) and (d) and the deemed in accordance with 
the partners’ interest safe harbor of Reg. 1.704-2(e).  

32
Because Section 752 debt shares are not included in capital ac-
counts, it is possible to have both a negative tax basis capital 
balance and a positive basis in the interest. Section 704(b) cap-

ital balances may also be negative before liquidation, typically 
due to nonrecourse deductions that will be offset with a mini-
mum gain chargeback.  

33
Losses are more likely to be limited by the at-risk basis than the 
Section 704(d) basis for two reasons. First, at-risk basis includes 
only qualified nonrecourse debt while Section 704(d) includes all 
(three) debt shares. Second, the loss limitation of Section 704(d) 
applies to the overall basis of the partner’s interest. Section 465 
limits losses to the at-risk basis of each identified activity.  

34
See James R. Hamill, “The Mechanics of Maintaining Transac-
tional Tax Basis Capital Accounts,” Practical Tax Strategies, De-
cember 2021, Vol. 107, No. 6, pp. 4-19.  

There is a mandated, or minimum, amount of information that must be provided 
to each partner on the K-1 schedule. However, understanding how partners 
use this information can be helpful in both properly completing the K-1 as well 
as identifying situations where supplemental information, even if not required, 
may be helpful to the partner.
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the end of the year. Item M is directed at a cur-
rent year contribution of property by the K-1 
partner. If Item M is checked “Yes,” a statement 
must be attached to identify the item(s) con-
tributed in that year. Item N is much broader, 
covering all unrecognized Section 704(c) gains 
and losses for the partner without regard to the 
year of origin.  

Section 704(c) items are identified by differ-
ences between the Section 704(b) “book” and 
tax basis of the property. Section 704(c) items 
can arise from contributions of property by a 
partner with a built-in gain or loss (book value 
is determined by reference to FMV and tax 
value by the contributed tax basis),35 or by Sec-
tion 704(b) revaluations of partnership prop-
erties by events such as a contribution of 
money or property in exchange for an inter-
est.36 The revaluation creates a book-tax dis-
parity and helps to identify built-in gains and 
losses at the time a new partner joins.37 Alloca-
tions of gain and loss for these built-in items 
can be made only to the partners who were in 
the partnership when the book property reval-
uation occurred.  

These allocations are referred to as “reverse” 
Section 704(c) allocations to distinguish them 
from those attributable to contributed prop-
erty. Item M identifies only current year con-
tributions that give rise to Section 704(c) items 
and will not identify revaluations. Item N 
shows an aggregated share of Section 704(c) 
items from all sources for all years.  

Box 19 is supplemental information for dis-
tributions. Partners generally do not recognize 
gain from a partnership distribution unless 
they receive money in excess of the basis of 
their partnership interest.38 Section 737 can 
cause a partner to recognize net pre-contribu-
tion gain to the extent the FMV of property 
and any money distributed to that partner ex-
ceeds the basis of the partner’s interest. This 
anti-abuse provision prevents the partner from 
avoiding Section 704(c) gain by receiving other 
property while leaving behind the contributed 
property. It applies if the distribution occurs 
within seven years of the contribution of prop-
erty with a built-in gain.39 

The reporting of a partner’s share of net un-
recognized Section 704(c) gain in Item N can 
help the IRS (and the preparer) track the po-
tential for Section 737 gain. Code “B” is used 
to identify distributions that result in the ap-
plication of Section 737 at the partner level. 
Section 704(c)(1)(B) achieves a similar result 

when contributed Section 704(c) property is 
distributed to a partner other than the one 
who contributed the property. This provision 
also has a seven-year lookback period, but the 
gain is reported by the partnership itself and 
then allocated to the Section 704(c) partner. 
There is no need for a separate code in Box 19 
because the Section 704(c) partner did not re-
ceive the distribution and the acceleration of 
the Section 704(c) gain is reported at the part-
nership level. Both Section 704(c)(1)(B) and 
Section 737 gain will reduce the affected part-
ner’s share of unrecognized Section 704(c) 
gain reported at Item N.40 

Box 20, Code N, is used to report Section 
163(j) interest items. Box 22 or box 23 is 
checked if the partner’s K-1 reports the results 
of more than one activity for Section 465 (box 
22) or Section 469 (box 23). If checked “Yes,” a 
statement must be attached to show income or 
loss activity-by-activity.  

Shareholder K-1 reporting 
A shareholder’s K-1 reporting has considerable 
overlap with the information provided on a  
partner’s K-1. This is intuitive because they are 
both PTEs. Any reporting differences are caused 
by the use of the “aggregate” approach by the part-
nership and the “entity” approach by the S cor- 
poration.  

Item G asks for the current year allocation 
percentage for the shareholder. S corporations 
allocate items by stock ownership. If owner-
ship changes occur during the year the alloca-
tion will be per-share, per-day. The Item G re-
sponse does not provide sufficient detail to 
determine if ownership changed during the 
year, but the preparer must consider any own-
ership changes in reporting allocation shares.  

There are no allocations of Section 704(c) 
items in an S corporation because the corpora-
tion does not track gains and losses as specific 
to each owner (which is an aggregate concept). 
All S corporation items are allocated based on 
entity ownership even if attributable to con-
tributed built-in gain or loss.  
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35
Reg. 1.704-3(a)(3)(i).  

36
Reg. 1.704-3(a)(6)(i).  

37
Reg. 1.704-1(b)(2)(iv)(f)(5)(i). This is just one of the permitted 
revaluation events.  

38
Section 731(a)(1).  

39
Section 737(b)(1).  

40
Section 737(c)(2) makes adjustments to the contributed prop-
erty to reduce the overall (and partner’s) Section 704(c) unrec-
ognized gain.  
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Item H asks the number of shares owned by 
the shareholder as of the beginning of the year 
and the end of the year. If ownership has 
changed, it would affect current year alloca-
tions. The IRS would also expect Form 7203 
(basis tracking) to be required for the share-
holder’s return if any reduction in ownership 
resulted from a disposition of shares.  

Form 7203 now standardizes reporting of 
stock and debt basis that was previously re-
quired but satisfied with preparer-generated 
“white paper” attachments. Form 7203 Part II, 
used to report shareholder debt basis, requires 
identifying each debt as a formal note or open 
account. Open account debt may be aggre-
gated as a single loan if the year-end balances 
do not exceed $25,000.41 

Schedule K-1, Item I asks for the loans out-
standing from the shareholder, including be-
ginning and ending balances. Reductions in 
loan balances would be another trigger for a 
Form 7203 filing requirement for the share-
holder’s return. If there is a pattern of no 
change to the beginning and ending loan bal-
ance, it may be more likely that the purported 
debt instrument would be challenged as an eq-
uity instrument. This could lead to a potential 
disqualifying second class of stock. It is best to 
ensure that all debt instruments either satisfy 
the Section 1361(c)(5) “straight-debt” safe har-
bor against classification as a second class of 
stock or at least may reasonably be respected as 
debt under the factor-test of Section 385.42 

Item 16 provides information for items that 
would affect the shareholder’s basis. As noted 
above, shareholders in S corporations may be 
subject to additional Form 7203 reporting of 
basis identified by an affirmative basis report-
ing response on Schedule E of the share-
holder’s tax return. Part II of Schedule E re-
ports income or loss from an S corporation and 

line 28(e) has a box to check if a basis compu-
tation is required to be attached to the return.  

Form 7203 is attached to the shareholder’s 
return if any of four situations apply:  
• An aggregate loss was reported for the tax year;  
• A distribution was received from the corpora-

tion that was not classified as a dividend;  
• Stock was disposed of during the year; or  
• The corporation repaid shareholder debt.  

The IRS advises that Form 7203 may be use-
ful even if none of the four conditions apply so 
that basis may be tracked from year-to-year. 
The form tracks both stock basis (Part I) and 
debt basis (Part II).  

Schedule K-1, items 18 and 19 ask whether 
the corporation is reporting more than one ac-
tivity for Section 465 or Section 469. This re-
sponse should be the same as items 22 and 23 
on the partner’s K-1. If a “Yes” response is 
given a statement must be attached to show in-
come or loss activity-by-activity.  

Conclusion 
PTEs are currently the entity of choice for eligible 
businesses. Tax practitioners must be familiar 
with both compliance and consulting issues af-
fecting PTEs. The IRS would be expected to focus 
future business audit activity on PTEs and has 
said as much.  

The organization of the PTE tax forms, in-
cluding the questions asked, has changed over 
the years. Much of the changes correspond 
with statutory or regulatory changes to the 
provisions affecting PTEs and their owners. 
Others appear to be targeted to highlight audit 
opportunities.  

By understanding the PTE tax forms a prac-
titioner can better understand these changes 
and identify both resulting tax risks and oppor-
tunities. This article takes a forms-based ap-
proach to comprehension of significant cur-
rent issues in partnership and S corporation 
taxation. n
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41
Reg. 1.1367-2(a)(2)(i).  

42
Reg. 1.1361-1(l)(4) could also be consulted to protect against a 
disqualifying second class of stock.
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Introduction 

In Hoops,1 the Tax Court recently addressed a 
longstanding, unanswered issue: what is the treat-
ment to a seller of assets, where the buyer assumes 
a contingent liability associated with the business? 
While the treatment of such assumed obligations 
to the purchaser of assets is well known,2 Hoops is 
one of the few cases that address the seller’s treat-
ment. The last case to address this issue compre-
hensively arose prior to the Tax Reform Act of 
1986 when old Section 337 allowed a C Corpora-
tion seller to dispose of assets without recognition 
of gain. A lot has changed since then.  

The result in Hoops was that the seller was 
required to include the fair market value of de-
ferred compensation liabilities in taxable pro-
ceeds without an offsetting deduction during 
the year at issue before the court.3 The implica-
tions of this decision and such a mismatch in 
timing are significant for any asset sale involv-
ing assumed contingent liabilities, including 
actual asset sales, deemed asset sales by opera-
tion of Section 338(h)(10), or as will be seen in 
a recent Technical Advice Memorandum 
(“TAM”), internal transactions such as liquida-
tions of insolvent subsidiaries.4 

General background on assumed contingent 
liabilities 

The treatment of contingent liabilities in acquisi-
tions first requires a definition of the term “con-
tingent liability.” A “contingent liability” refers to 
an obligation that has not yet ripened into a de-
duction or basis for tax purposes under Section 
461 or Section 1012 of the Code. Such a liability 
may be recognized by the parties to the transac-
tion as having real economic value and also may 
be reflected in a reserve on the financial state-
ments in accordance with generally accepted ac-
counting principles.  

However, under U.S. tax accounting rules, 
a liability of an accrual method taxpayer is 
only incurred as a deduction or capitalized 
cost if it satisfies the three-pronged all-events 
test of Section 461 and the regulations there-
under.5 First, all facts must have occurred to 
cause the existence of the liability to be fix- 
ed. Second, the amount of the liability must 
be determinable with reasonable accuracy. 
Third, economic performance must have oc-
curred with respect to the liability. Depend-
ing on the nature of the liability, economic 
performance may require, for example, that 
goods or services giving rise to the liability be 
delivered or in some cases, that payment be 
made to a third party.6 

This article 
examines a Tax 
Court decision 
concerning the 
treatment to a 
seller of assets 
where the buyer 
assumes a 
contingent 
liability 
associated with 
the business. 
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In addition to the three-pronged all-events 
test, other statutory provisions may defer ac-
crued expenses from being taken into account 
as a deduction, such as Section 404(a)(5), the 
provision at issue in Hoops. 

It is well-established that the purchaser of 
assets is required to capitalize assumed liabil-
ities of the seller into the cost basis of the 
property acquired under Section 1012. This 
includes contingent liabilities of the business 
that are properly considered to have arisen 
prior to closing.7 

Whether a contingent liability is a liability 
of the seller that must be capitalized or a liabil-
ity of the buyer that may be deducted in the 
course of its post-closing operations is a fact-
specific, case law inquiry. While the courts 
have considered a number of different factors, 
the Service has summarized the case law as 
providing that “capitalization is required 
where the events most crucial to creation of the 
obligation occur before the acquisition, while 
deduction is allowed where the events most 
crucial to creation of the obligation occur after 
the acquisition.”8 

On the seller side of the equation, there is a 
paucity of case law concerning the treatment 
of particular types of contingent liabilities or 
even laying out a basic framework for analysis. 
It is well settled that a seller must include in 
amount realized the amount of any indebted-
ness or liabilities assumed by the buyer to the 
extent those liabilities have given rise to a de-
duction or tax basis.9 This treatment is self-ev-
ident: where the seller has achieved a tax ben-
efit from the liability that benefit must be 
reversed out through gain or income when the 
liability is assumed; otherwise, the seller could 
achieve a different result by selling assets sub-
ject to a liability from selling assets for in-

creased cash and using the cash to retire the li-
ability.  

With contingent liabilities, however, the 
treatment to the seller raises more difficult 
questions. On some level, a contingent obliga-
tion assumed by the buyer, particularly one re-
flected as a reserve on the financial statements, 
would seem to have economic value and cause 
the seller to receive a benefit as compared to 
selling the assets and retaining the liability. The 
assumption of such an obligation without an 
offsetting indemnity may in some cases reduce 
proceeds. However, from a tax accounting per-
spective, the liability has not yet, and may 
never, produce a tax benefit to the seller to be 
recaptured through additional gain.  

The principles underlying Reg. 1.1001-2, as 
articulated in the bedrock cases of Crane and 
Tufts,10 seem to be based on the seller recaptur-
ing a tax benefit of a prior loss or deduction 
that is then reversed out when the liability is 
discharged. If no deduction or expense for the 
liability has been taken by the seller, what tax 
benefit is the seller receiving when the liability 
is discharged? Moreover, if the seller is re-
quired to include the buyer’s assumption of a 
contingent liability in proceeds, without being 
entitled to a deduction, the seller in some case 
is taxed on non-economic income. To the ex-
tent the correct answer is to treat the contin-
gent liabilities both as proceeds and as an off-
setting deduction, the issues of measuring the 
amount and timing of gain and offsetting de-
duction are difficult from both an economic 
and technical tax perspective.11 

The fact pattern in Hoops required the court 
to provide partial answers in this difficult and 
long underexplored corner of M&A tax law. 
The Tax Court held that the taxpayer was re-
quired to increase gain by the estimated net 
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1
TCM 2022-9.  

2
See, e.g., Illinois Tool Works, Inc., 355 F.3d 997 (7th Cir., 2004), 

aff’g 117 T.C. 39 (2001); Amergen Energy Co., LLC, 779 F.3d 1368 

(Fed Cir., 2015), aff’g 113 Fed. Cl. 52 (2013).  
3

Left unaddressed by the Tax Court’s decision is whether the 

seller might be permitted to claim a tax deduction when the 

buyer satisfies the assumed obligation in a later taxable year, 

and if so, on what basis.  
4

See TAM 202116062 (4/23/2021), discussed below.  
5

Reg. 1.461-1(a)(2). In Amergen Energy Co., LLC, 779 F.3d 1368 

(Fed Cir., 2015), aff’g 113 Fed. Cl. 52 (2013), addressing nuclear 

decommissioning costs, the Court of Claims and Federal Circuit 

both held that the three-part test of Section 461(h) also applies 

to a liability incurred as part of the cost basis for acquisition of 

capital assets. Likewise, liabilities are only capitalized into the 

tax basis of inventory under Section 263A if they satisfy the 

three prongs of the all-events test. See Regs. 1.263A-1(c)(2)(ii) 

and 1.446-1(c)(1)(ii)(B).  
6

See Reg. 1.461-4.  

7
For example, see the cases cited in Footnote 2 above.  

8
PLR 201036009 (9/10/2010).  

9
Reg. 1.1001-2(a)(1); Crane, 331 U.S. 1 (1947). Compare Reg. 
1.1001-2(a)(3) (providing that a liability incurred on acquisition 
of property is not included in amount realized when it is as-
sumed or discharged, if the liability did not give rise to basis in 
the acquired property).  

10
Tufts, 461 U.S. 300 (1983).  

11
In Hoops, the liabilities represented deferred compensation pay-
ments that were fixed in fact and amount, but subject to pay-
ment on a deferred schedule. Even this relatively fixed liability 
raised measurement issues. The opinion states that the taxpayer 
in Hoops applied a 3% discount rate of the future payments to 
determine the amount of the liability. Was this the right discount 
rate to use? If the seller were subsequently permitted a deduc-
tion when the liability is satisfied how should the parties account 
for the difference between the discounted net present value and 
the ultimate amount paid? In the case of longer-term liabilities, 
such as for nuclear decommissioning, the timing and measure-
ment issues may prove to be intractable.  
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present value of the compensation liability. At 
the same time, the court rejected the taxpa- 
yer’s reliance on Reg. 1.461-4(d)(5), discussed 
below, to claim an offsetting deduction in the 
same amount for the deemed satisfaction of the 
liability. Left unanswered by the decision was 
when, if ever, and in what amount, would the 
seller be permitted to claim an offsetting de-
duction for the deferred compensation liabili-
ties assumed and later satisfied by the buyer.  

Detailed case discussion and analysis 
The transaction at issue in Hoops was a sale of as-
sets constituting a National Basketball Associa-
tion (NBA) franchise subject to various liabilities. 
Among the liabilities assumed was approximately 
$12.6 million of deferred compensation owing to 
two players for past services. Payment of the 
amounts was deferred according to a fixed sched-
ule set under the terms of NBA player contracts.  

The partnership in Hoops was an accrual 
method taxpayer. It had accrued the compen-

sation as an expense under the all-events test 
and economic performance had been met (i.e., 
the liability related to services rendered in the 
past), but the deduction for the liability was de-
ferred under Section 404(a)(5). That section 
provides that deductions for deferred compen-
sation are generally deductible only in the em-
ployer’s taxable year in which, or with which, 
ends the taxable year in which the employee in-
cludes the amounts in taxable income.12 

As a practical matter, this section often 
causes deductions for deferred compensation 
to be taken into account on the cash method—
i.e., when payments to the employee are made. 
As a result, the deferred compensation to the 
players was not deductible in the year of sale of 

the business. The buyer assumed the liabilities, 
and on payment of compensation, would gen-
erally be entitled to take the expense into ac-
count as part of the capitalized cost of acquir-
ing the assets.13 

On its tax return as filed, the seller included 
the net present value of the deferred compen-
sation liabilities as part of its amount realized 
on the sale of assets.14 The seller did not claim 
any offsetting deduction. On the amended re-
turn that ended up presented to the Tax Court 
for decision, the seller claimed an offsetting de-
duction in reliance on Reg. 1.461-4(d)(5). In 
the alternative, the seller argued that it was er-
roneous to include the assumption of the lia-
bility in proceeds when it had not been taken 
into account as a deduction or as basis in any 
assets.  

Issued in the early 1990s, Reg. 1.461-4(d)(5) 
provides for matching treatment of certain 
contingent liabilities that are assumed as part 
of the sale of a trade or business, providing that 
economic performance is considered to be sat-

isfied as the liability is taken into account as 
proceeds.15 Note that the regulation does not 
state when the liability should be taken into ac-
count as additional proceeds; it only provides 
that economic performance is deemed to be 
satisfied in the same year as the liability is in-
cluded in proceeds, so that an offsetting deduc-
tion may be claimed.  

Reg. 1.461-4(d)(5), in effect, establishes a 
matching concept and prevents a whipsaw that 
might otherwise arise if accrued, but unper-
formed, liabilities were required to be taken 
into account in taxable proceeds in advance of 
the deduction arising.16 Further, if the seller ac-
tually liquidated following the sale of assets, or 
under Section 338 was deemed to liquidate, the 

12
Section 404(a)(5); Reg. 1.404(a)-12(b)(1).  

13
Under the case law discussed above, liabilities arising out of 
pre-closing performance of services have been required to be 
capitalized by the buyer of assets. See David R. Webb Co., 708 
F.2d 1254 (7th Cir., 1983), aff’g 77 T.C. 1134 (1981); M. Buten & 

Sons, Inc., TCM 1972-44; TAM 9721002 (1/24/1997).  
14

The seller was a partnership for U.S. federal income tax pur-
poses, and reported the gain as subject to Section 1231, presum-
ably giving rise to long-term capital gains. By including the lia-
bility in proceeds, the partnership increased its Section 1231 
gain. To the extent that the seller was entitled to claim a deduc-
tion for the liability, this increased Section 1231 gain would have 

been offset by ordinary compensation expense, producing a fa-
vorable character result for the seller.  

15
The regulation requires that the buyer “expressly assume” the 
liabilities as part of the acquisition. A purchase of shares with a 
Section 338 election or similar transaction has been treated as 
an “express assumption” of liabilities for this purpose. See, e.g., 
TAM 202116012.  

16
This timing mismatch could be particularly acute in the case of 
long-term liabilities of the type that gave rise to the economic 
performance requirement in the first place.See Ford Motor Co., 
71 F.3d 209 (6th Cir., 1995), affg 102 T.C. 87 (1994); Mooney Air-

craft, Inc., 420 F.2d 400 (5th Cir., 1969).  

The result in Hoops was that the seller was required to include the fair market 
value of deferred compensation liabilities in taxable proceeds without an 
offsetting deduction during the year at issue before the court.
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mismatch in timing could result in a perma-
nent disallowance of the deduction. The regu-
lation was intended in part to address these 
problems posed by the economic performance 
requirement.17 

At the same time, however, Reg. 1.461-
4(d)(5), by its literal terms, is limited to the eco-
nomic performance requirement. Contingent 
liabilities that have not met the all-events test 
are not explicitly addressed. The portion of the 
regulation project from 1992 relating to “con-
tingent liabilities” remains reserved for further 
guidance.18 

In Hoops, the taxpayer, as noted above, re-
lied on Reg. 1.461-4(d)(5) to permit the de-
ferred compensation liabilities to be satisfied. 
The Tax Court rejected this position and held 
that Reg. 1.461-4(d)(5) only deemed economic 
performance to be satisfied. In the case of the 
compensation liabilities, it was not economic 
performance but rather Section 404(a)(5) that 
deferred the deduction. Although this led to an 
unfortunate whipsaw to the taxpayer, the court 
found that Reg. 1.461-4(d)(5) did not deem 
Section 404(a)(5) to be satisfied. The court also 
reasoned that such a result was required by the 
tax policies underlying Section 404(a)(5), 
which are discussed at length in the case.  

Alternatively, the taxpayer argued that, if 
the liabilities were not sufficiently ripe to be de-
ductible, their assumption should not be in-
cluded in gross proceeds. The Tax Court also 
rejected this position. On this point, the court 
stated that the parties agreed the players had 
performed the services, so that the taxpayer 
had an obligation to pay the compensation. Re-
lying on Commercial Security Bank,19 discussed 
at length below, the court held that this pay-
ment obligation was an assumed liability for 
purposes of Section 1001.  

The court also rejected the taxpayer’s argu-
ments that the Section 1001 definition of “lia-

bility” should be consistent with that of other 
Code sections, such as Section 357(c), under 
which the case law has distinguished between 
deductible “liabilities” and unmatured “obliga-
tions.”20 Therefore, the partnership was left in-
cluding the assumed liabilities in taxable pro-
ceeds without an offsetting deduction in the 
years before the court (or perhaps at any time).  

Both conclusions of the court—i.e., that Reg. 
1.461-4(d)(5) did not permit an offsetting de-
duction and the deferred compensation obli-
gation was properly included in proceeds prior 
to being deducted—raise interesting issues and 
implications for planning.  

The deduction aspect—what is the scope of 
Reg. 1.461-4(d)(5)? 

In the primary issue addressed in the opinion, the 
Tax Court held that Reg. 1.461-4(d)(5) was limited 
to deeming economic performance to be satisfied, 
and therefore, did not satisfy the requirements for 
deductibility under Section 404(a)(5). The court 
stressed that the policy of Section 404(a)(5) could 
be thwarted by any other interpretation.  

The decision in Hoops reaches a similar re-
sult to the Service’s position expressed in Tech-
nical Advice Memorandum(“TAM”) 8939002 
(6/15/1989). The TAM, notably, involved a 
sale of assets under Section 337 prior to repeal 
of the General Utilities doctrine. In the TAM, 
the taxpayer sold all of its assets in a taxable 
transaction and then liquidated. Pre-1986 Tax 
Reform Act law (i.e., old Section 337) applied 
to provide non-recognition treatment to the 
taxpayer’s gain realized on its sale of assets. 
Therefore, whether the liability assumed by the 
buyer was part of proceeds or not, such gain 
was not recognized by the corporate seller.  

As part of the asset sale in liquidation of the 
seller, the buyer assumed the obligation to pay 
deferred compensation. Relying on Commer-
cial Security Bank, the taxpayer argued that by 
accepting less proceeds, it had constructively 
satisfied the liabilities and therefore, was enti-
tled to a deduction. The taxpayer also invoked 
the analysis of James M. Pierce Corp.,21 arguing 
that it had secured a deduction apart from 
payment of the service providers by paying the 
buyer to assume the liability. The Service re-
jected both arguments, and in the TAM ad-
vised that Section 404(a)(5) conditions the de-
duction on income inclusion by the payee, not 
assumption or discharge of the liability of the 
payor.  
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17
See T.D. 8408, 1992-1 C.B. 155, 160 (4/9/1992).  

18
See Reg. 1.461-4(j).  

19
77 T.C. 145, 148–49 (1981).  

20
Specifically, the taxpayer cited Focht, 68 T.C. 223 (1977) (ad-
dressing assumption of payables of a cash method taxpayer in 
a Section 351 transaction) and Reg. 1.752-1(a)(4).  

21
326 F.2d 67 (8th Cir., 1964).  

The implications of Hoops and such a 
mismatch in timing are significant for any 
asset sale involving assumed contingent 
liabilities.
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The Tax Court in Hoops, as stated above, 
reached a similar result. Due to changes in law, 
however, the disallowance of the deduction in 
a case like Hoops potentially has a harsher re-
sult than was the case in TAM 8939002. The 
TAM involved an asset sale and liquidation 
prior to the 1986 Tax Reform Act, so that the 
gain on sale of assets was not recognized. In-
cluding the assumption of the liability in pro-
ceeds therefore did not increase the taxpayer’s 
gain, nor did it result in the potential whipsaw 
present in Hoops. Notably also, the TAM was 
issued before Reg. 1.461-4(d)(5). It did not ad-
dress whether Reg. 1.461-4(d)(5) could be ex-
tended to deem a deferred compensation lia-
bility to be satisfied.  

As an interesting contrast to Hoops, in TAM 
202116062, the Service recently ruled that Reg. 
1.461-4(d)(5) applied to allow a corporation to 
deduct a lawsuit expense that was a so-called 
“payment liability” under Reg. 1.461-4(g). A 
payment liability is one where the deduction is 
deemed to arise as a payment is made to the 
party to whom the liability is owed.22 In the 
TAM, the taxpayer’s manufacturing subsidiary 
became involved in product liability litigation. 
The subsidiary reached a global settlement of 
product liability claims that satisfied the first 
two prongs of the all-events test. However, 
since litigation settlements generally are “pay-
ment liabilities,” the economic performance 
requirement was not satisfied until the sub-
sidiary paid the claimants the underlying set-
tlement amounts.  

In the TAM, the taxpayer converted its 
troubled subsidiary into an LLC, triggering a 
deemed liquidation for tax purposes. The 
TAM states that the subsidiary was insolvent 
and its liquidation was governed by Rev. Rul. 
2003-125.23 Accordingly, Parent was deemed 
to acquire all of the assets of the subsidiary in a 
taxable transaction.  

The TAM held that the internal sale of the 
subsidiary’s assets was a sale of a trade or busi-
ness for purposes of Reg. 1.461-4(d)(5). Since 
the liability was deductible but for the eco-
nomic performance requirement, the TAM 
concluded that it was also deemed deductible 
in the year of the liquidation.  

Interestingly here, litigation expenses, like 
the deferred compensation liabilities at issue in 
Hoops, are only deductible as payment is made 
to the person to whom the liability is owed.24 
However, since the rule deferring the deduction 
until payment was a component of the eco-

nomic performance requirement, rather than 
Section 404(a)(5), Reg. 1.461-4(d)(5) deemed 
the deduction to be available at the same time 
the liability was included in proceeds.  

Should a contingent liability be included in 
amount realized in the year of sale? 

As discussed above, the Tax Court in Hoops also 
concluded that the partnership was required to 
include the assumption of the deferred compen-
sation liability in proceeds, despite not being al-
lowed a deduction for that liability in the year  
before the court or in any prior year. The Tax 
Court’s discussion of this issue is relatively brief. 
As noted above, the taxpayer’s primary position 
was that it should be allowed an offsetting deduc-
tion under Reg. 1.461-4(d)(5, and the argument 
that the liability should not be included in pro-
ceeds was the alternative position.  

In holding that the liability was included in 
proceeds in the year of sale, the Tax Court cited 
Commercial Security Bank (authored by Judge 
Tannenwald), which in turn, cited Crane. On 
closer inspection, however, neither Commer-
cial Security Bank nor Crane directly addressed 
the issue decided in Hoops. 

In Commercial Security Bank, the court ad-
dressed a sale of assets by a cash method corpo-
ration, where the buyer assumed obligations 
under accrued interest payables and also ac-
quired rights to accounts receivable. The asset 
sale was governed by old Section 337, so that 
no gain was recognized. However, under an ex-
ception to old Section 337, the seller was taxed 
on accrued income built into the accounts re-
ceivable.  

The primary issue in the case was whether 
the seller was entitled to an offsetting deduc-
tion for the assumed accounts payable. Since 
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22
See Reg. 1.461-4(g)(2)(i).  

23
Under Section 165(g)(3), but for the favorable ruling in the TAM, 
a worthless stock loss may also have been available. However, 
stock losses on consolidated subsidiaries may be partly or 
wholly eliminated under Reg. 1.1502-36. Also, if the subsidiary 
failed to satisfy the active gross receipts test of Section 
165(g)(3)(B), the stock loss would have been a capital loss.  

24
Reg. 1.461-4(g)(2).  

Left unanswered by Hoops was when, if ever, 
and in what amount, would the seller be 
permitted to claim an offsetting deduction for 
the deferred compensation liabilities 
assumed and later satisfied by the buyer.
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the transaction was governed by old Section 
337, no gain would be recognized if the as-
sumption of the payables was treated as addi-
tional amount realized on the asset sale.  

In analyzing the issue, the Tax Court in 
Commercial Security Bank described the “ac-
crued liabilities” as ones that were included in 
proceeds, stating: “[i]t is also beyond question 
(and petitioner does not argue otherwise) that 
the amount of the ‘accrued business liabilities’ 
would, but for the impact of Section 337, have 
been taken into account in computing Orem’s 
gain or loss from the sale.”25 While this state-
ment would seem to be fairly definitive, the 
issue of whether the unmatured cash method 
payables were included in proceeds was not di-
rectly presented to the court, as such treatment 
would not have changed the corporation’s gain 
recognized on the sale.  

Moreover, the Tax Court then went on to 
hold that by taking reduced cash proceeds as 
a result of the liability, the taxpayer con-
structively paid the liabilities and was enti-
tled to a deduction. The court’s holding, like 
Reg. 1.461-4(d)(5), thus achieved an equitable 
matching of the inclusion of the liabilities in 
proceeds and the allowance of the underlying 
deduction.  

In Hoops, however, the Tax Court applied 
the Commercial Security Bank decision to in-
clude the amount of the deferred compensa-
tion liabilities in proceeds, but without allow-
ing the offsetting deduction.  

Conclusion 
The treatment of assumed contingent obliga-
tions as proceeds before they have been taken 
into account as basis or a deduction can 
achieve inequitable results. Moreover, one im-
portant issue left unanswered by Hoops, as well 
as TAM 8939002, is whether the seller would 
be entitled to a deduction at a later point in 
time. Even if the seller were to be allowed a de-
duction for the payment of the liability in a 
later period, the utilization of that deduction 
may be limited. In Hoops, for example, the 
partnership might have dissolved after selling 
its assets, and thus not been in existence in a 
later year when the deduction for deferred 
compensation was available.  

Moreover, under post-Tax Cuts and Jobs 
Act (TCJA) law, even if the seller remains in 
existence, Section 172 no longer permits car-
ryback of net operating losses. Finally, in the 
case of contingent liabilities that are less meas-
urable or longer term in nature, the timing is-
sues from the inclusion of the obligations in 
proceeds in advance of a deduction are them-
selves acute.  

Administratively, the IRS and Treasury 
have attempted to resolve some of these is-
sues through Reg. 1.461-4(d)(5) and also 
through the private letter rulings under Sec-
tion 468A addressing nuclear decommis-
sioning costs.26 However, the Hoops decision 
is a useful reminder that such administrative 
relief is imperfect and, in many cases, taxpay-
ers confronting this issue will need to con-
sider alternatives or self-help wherever it is 
available. n
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25
77 T.C. at 148-149.  

26
See, e.g., PLR 202111007 (12/21/2020).
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Introduction 

Federal employment taxes arise under the Federal 
Insurance Contributions Act (“FICA’) and the 
Federal Unemployment Tax Act (“FUTA”). FICA 
is comprised of Social Security and Medicare taxes 
(collectively “FICA taxes” or “payroll taxes”), and 
is imposed 50% on the employer and 50% on the 
employee (an equivalent tax is imposed on the 
self-employed).  

The Internal Revenue Code (IRC) requires 
employers to collect and withhold income taxes 
together with their employees’ share of FICA 
taxes from their employees’ paychecks.1 These 
taxes are referred to as trust fund taxes because 
employers hold their employees’ money in trust 
until they make a federal tax deposit of those 
funds to the IRS. Conversely, only employers 
pay FUTA tax , which is not withheld from em-
ployees’ wages.  

Generally, employers must report wages, 
tips, and other compensation paid to an em-
ployee by filing the required form(s) with the 
IRS. Every quarter, employers must report all 
income taxes and FICA taxes withheld from 
employee wages by filing IRS Form 941 and 
make federal tax deposits (“FTD s”) of income 

taxes withheld together with both the em-
ployer’s and employee’s portion of FICA taxes.  

FUTA taxes are reported by filing Form 940. 
In addition, an employer may be required to 
file Form 943, if they are filing to report agri-
cultural wages; Form 944, which is designed so 
the smallest employers (those whose annual li-
ability for FICA taxes and withheld federal in-
come taxes is $1,000 or less) will file and pay 
those taxes annually rather than quarterly; or 
Form 945, if they are filing to report backup 
withholding.  

The failure to file these forms may result not 
only in liability to pay over all delinquent em-
ployment taxes but also the imposition of civil 
penalties and interest, and, in cases involving 
willful filing violations, may result in criminal 
prosecution.2 

Enforcement 
Civil and criminal employment tax enforcement 
is among the highest priorities of the Tax Divi-
sion of the Department of Justice (the “Tax Divi-
sion”). The Tax Division pursues civil litigation 
to enjoin employers who fail to comply with their 
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employment tax obligations and to collect out-
standing amounts assessed against entities and 
responsible persons. The Tax Division also pur-
sues criminal investigations and prosecutions 
against those individuals and entities who will-
fully fail to comply with their employment tax re-
sponsibilities, as well as those who aid and assist 
them in failing to meet those responsibilities.3 

Employment tax fraud includes cases in-
volving employee leasing, paying employees in 
cash, filing false payroll tax returns, failing to 
file payroll tax returns, and “pyramiding.” 
Pyramiding occurs when a business withholds 
taxes from its employees, but intentionally 

fails to pay over those tax payments to the IRS; 
the individual then starts a new business and 
begins to accrue a new liability under the new 
entity.4 

The Tax Division has increasingly empha-
sized its commitment to the criminal prosecu-
tion of employment tax evasion. Employers 
should therefore be mindful that the failure to 
comply with employment tax obligations is not 
always just a civil matter.  

Trust Fund Recovery Penalty 
If an employer willfully fails to withhold or remit 
payroll taxes, the IRS can impose a Trust Fund 
Recovery Penalty (“TFRP”) against every individ-
ual who is determined to be a “responsible per-
son” of the employer, including certain share-
holders, partners, members, managers, officers, 
and employees.5 (While the TFRP most com-
monly applies to employment taxes, it also applies 
broadly to all taxes under the IRC where there is a 
withholding or collection obligation.)  

The TFRP is not a penalty in the traditional 
sense in that it is not designed to be a penalty 
over and above the amount of unpaid taxes, 
rather it is a collection device to ensure that 
withheld taxes are properly remitted to the 
IRS—in essence, therefore, the TFRP is essen-

tially a tax. Accordingly, it is the IRS’s policy 
to assess the TFRP only in cases where the tax 
cannot be collected directly from the business 
entity.6 

It is important to note that willfulness in the 
context of the TFRP does not require bad or 
malicious motive. Rather, willfulness means a 
deliberate, voluntary, conscious choice to pre-
fer another creditor over that of the United 
States government. The reason for the failure 
to withhold or remit employment taxes is irrel-
evant to the imposition of the TFRP. (In addi-
tion to willfulness, the assessment of a TFRP 
requires an employer-employee relationship; if 

the employer can establish that the worker was 
in fact an independent contractor, and not an 
employee, the TFRP cannot be assessed.) The 
TFRP authorizes the IRS to essentially “pierce 
the corporate veil” and assess 100% personal li-
ability against any individual it deems to be a 
“responsible person.”  

The amount of the TFRP is equal to the bal-
ance of unpaid trust fund taxes, which is the 
unpaid income taxes and employees’ share of 
FICA taxes withheld. (It does not include the 
employer’s share of FICA taxes.)  

The liability for the TFRP is joint and sev-
eral, and liability is not limited to the most re-
sponsible person. That means that all persons 
deemed a “responsible person” against whom 
the TFRP is assessed are liable for the full pay-
ment of taxes owed. However, the IRS may 
only collect the TFRP once for a business’s un-
paid payroll taxes.7 Thus, if one responsible 
person pays the penalty in full, any other re-
sponsible persons need not pay that amount.  

The investigation and assessment of the 
TFRP is the responsibility of the Collection Di-
vision of the IRS. A Revenue Officer will usually 
initiate the investigation by interviewing po- 
tential responsible persons.8 After investigation 
of all potentially responsible persons and re-
view of all pertinent documentation, including 
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1
See generally IRC Section 3102; Section 3402.  

2
See IRC Section 6651(a)(1); Section 6656(a)-(b).  

3
See IRC Section 7201, Section 7202.  

4
See IRS CI Annual Report 2021 at p. 5.  

5
See generally IRC Section 6672.  

6
See IRM 5.17.7.1.9(2) (8/1/2010).  

7
See IRM 5.17.7.1.9 (8/1/2010); IRC Section 6672(d).  

8
See IRM 5.7.4.2.3 (6/29/2017).  
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banking and other business records, the Rev-
enue Officer recommends whether to assert the 
TFRP against any of the potential responsible 
persons.9 The penalty is then assessed and col-
lected in the same manner as a tax.  

Responsible person: who is liable? 
The IRS casts a broad net when determining who 
constitutes a “responsible person.” A “responsible 
person” is anyone who has the duty to perform 
and the power to direct the collecting, accoun- 
ting, and paying of trust fund taxes, with the ex-
ception of voluntary, unpaid, honorary directors 
or trustees of tax-exempt organizations who do 
not participate in the day-to-day finances of the 
organization and do not have actual knowledge of 
the failure to pay over taxes.  

A “responsible person” need not be the ulti-
mate owner of the business. Any person who 
has the authority to sign checks, control fi-
nances, or had any other input in making the 
decision to pay other creditors while employ-
ment taxes remained unpaid, can be deemed a 
“responsible person.”  

Importantly, an employee may be deemed a 
“responsible person” if they were responsible 
for paying other creditors of the business even 
if they were not responsible for paying the 
business’s employment taxes. Even those with 
no knowledge that the IRS is not being paid 
may be deemed a “responsible person” if the 
IRS determines that the person should have 
been aware of the outstanding taxes.  

A responsible person can be any of the fol-
lowing:  
• An officer or an employee of a corporation.  
• A member or employee of a partnership.  
• A corporate director or shareholder.  
• A member of a board of trustees of a nonprofit 

organization.  
• Another person with authority and control 

over funds to direct their disbursement.  
• Another corporation or third-party payer.  
• Payroll Service Providers (PSPs) or responsi-

ble parties within a PSP.  
• Professional Employer Organizations (PEOs) 

or responsible parties within a PEO.  
• Responsible parties within the common law 

employer (client of PSP/PEO).10 
Put simply, a “responsible person” may be 

anyone, whether an insider or outsider to the 
business, with control or influence over the 
business’s finances. While the Internal Revenue 
Manual (IRM) states that that control should be 

“significant,” in practice, that is often not the 
case.11 Further, a “responsible person” need not 
have exclusive control over the business’s fi-
nances.  

As illustrated by the list above, a business 
owner cannot avoid liability for the TFRP by 
simply delegating payroll responsibilities to a 
third-party, such as a payroll service provider. 
One must remember that more than one in- 
dividual may be held personally liable for the 
TFRP. Accordingly, while a payroll service 
provider that failed to remit taxes on behalf  
of a business may be deemed a “responsible 
person,” that does not mean that the business 
owner, bookkeeper, or other individuals are 
off the hook.  

The IRS determines whether a person is a 
“responsible person” for purposes of employ-
ment taxes on a case-by-case basis. The deter-
mination of who is a “responsible person” is a 
question of fact. The IRS looks at the totality of 
circumstances to determine whether a person 
was authorized within a business to collect, ac-
count for, or remit taxes. Common factors 
considered include whether a person:  
• Was an officer, director, or principal share-

holder of the corporation, a partner in a part-
nership, or a member of an LLC.  

• Had authority to sign checks.  
• Controlled the financial affairs of the business.  
• Determined which creditors were paid or ex-

ercised that authority.  
• Managed payroll disbursements;  
• Controlled the voting stock of a corporation.  
• Signed the employment tax returns.12 

The checklist above combines elements of 
“duty, status, and authority.”13 No single fac-
tor is determinative of whether or not a per-
son is “responsible.” However, the IRS con-
siders the ability to sign checks and the actual 
signing of the business’s checks to be an espe-
cially significant factor in concluding that an 
individual is a “responsible person” for pur-
poses of the TFRP.14 An employee who had 
signature authority on the business’s bank ac-
count and who signed checks on behalf of the 
business is often deemed a “responsible per-
son” for purposes of the TFRP. Conversely, if 
that employee merely had the authority to 

Put simply, a 
“responsible 
person” may be 
anyone, whether 
an insider or 
outsider to the 
business, with 
control or 
influence over 
the business’s 
finances.

9
See IRM 5.7.4.5 (6/29/2017).  

10
See IRM 5.17.7.1.1(1) (7/18/2012); IRC Section 6671(b).  

11
See IRM 5.17.7.1.2(5) (8/1/2010).  

12
See IRM 5.17.7.1.2(4) (8/1/2010).  

13
Gustin, 876 F.2d 485, 491 (CA-5, 1989).  

14
See e.g. IRM 5.17.7.1.4 (8/1/2010).  
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sign checks, but he or she never actually exer-
cised that authority, the IRS is unlikely to hold 
the employee responsible absent the existence 
of additional factors.  

Limited exception when a business is under 
new management 

There does exist a narrow per se exception to 
TFRP liability when a change in management of 
a business takes place. Specifically, a person is 
not personally liable if they become a “responsi-
ble person” when the business does not have the 
funds to pay an employment tax liability that 
arose under previous management and then 
uses funds acquired after becoming a “respon-
sible person” to pay the operating expenses of 
the business.15 

The reasoning behind this limited exception 
is that a person should not be liable for the 
TFRP if they had no personal fault in the fail-
ure to pay the taxes.16 Accordingly, a person 
will be held liable to the extent that funds were 
available to pay employment taxes if, at the 
time the responsible person assumed control 
of the business, they failed to use those funds to 
pay the delinquent tax.  

Conclusion 
Many people will find it unfair that the TFRP can 
be assessed on a “responsible person” irrespective 
of whether or not they benefited from the failure 
to remit tax. This, of course, can place “responsi-
ble persons” in precarious situations where they 
have an inability to pay but nonetheless must 
make collection arrangements with the IRS.  

The overbreadth within which the IRS may 
determine individuals to be “responsible per-
sons” should make employees cautious when 
taking on any accounting or banking respon-
sibilities within their employment. Merely 
having check signing authority can render an 
employee a “responsible person” if that busi-
ness is failing to collect or remit employment 
taxes, irrespective of the employee’s knowl-
edge of that fact.  

Of course, business owners must be cog-
nizant of the importance of timely paying em-
ployment taxes, even when circumstances might 
suggest holding off until other critical expenses 
are paid. A business may be struggling and the 
owner, in good conscience, may opt to pay pay-
roll or suppliers rather than taxes in an effort to 
keep the business afloat on the theory that the 
taxes can be paid at a later time. However, that 
decision could lead not just to civil liability but 
might also result in a criminal investigation de-
spite the business owner’s good intentions. n
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In an IRS Chief Counsel Memorandum, No. 
20214101F, released on 10/15/2021, the IRS 
notified taxpayers of additional detailed in- 
formation that will be required when claiming 
valid research credit refunds. Treasury Regula-
tions require that for a refund claim to be valid, 
it must set forth sufficient facts to apprise the 
IRS of the basis of the claim. The Chief Counsel 
Memorandum is intended to improve tax ad-
ministration efficiency by providing taxpayers 
with clear instructions to claim the credit and 
by reducing the number of disputed claims.  

Each year, the IRS receives thousands of re-
search credit refund claims for amounts in the 
hundreds of millions of dollars from corpora-
tions, businesses, and individual taxpayers. 
Claims for the research credit are currently ex-
amined in a substantial number of cases and 
consume significant resources for both the IRS 
and taxpayers.  

The new requirements 
The new requirements are aimed at expediting 
IRS decisions on which claims can be immedi-

ately paid, and which will require further exami-
nation. Under the new guidelines, for a research 
credit refund claim to be considered valid, the 
taxpayer must:  
• Identify all the business components to which 

the research credit claim relates for that year.  
• For each business component: (1) identify all 

research activities performed; (2) identify all 
individuals who performed each research ac-
tivity; and (3) identify all the information each 
individual sought to discover.  

• Provide the total qualified employee wage ex-
penses, total qualified supply expenses, and 
total qualified contract research expenses for 
the claim year.  
Code Section 41 allows taxpayers a credit 

against income taxes that is a portion of the  
increased expenses incurred and attributable 
to qualified research activities (QRAs). To be 
considered a QRA, Section 41 requires the 
analysis to be broken down by each of the tax-
payer’s identified business components. Each 
business component must individually meet a 
statutory four-part test. Therefore, identifica-
tion of each business component to which the 
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Section 41 research credit relates is a basic re-
quirement and is why this information must be 
included in a refund claim for the claim to 
meet the IRS specificity requirement.  

While it might be expected that the taxpayer 
identifies primary business components re-
lated to its current year claim, requesting in- 
formation on all business components appears 
overly burdensome to most practitioners, 
along with the additional information being 
requested. For taxpayers with extensive re-
search operations, spanning multiple locations 
and/or departments, complying with the new 
information requirements may prove very dif-
ficult, because they may account for project 
costs by department or cost center rather than 
by specific business components. The tax-
payer’s cost to identify, quantify, and detail 
every business component with specific infor-
mation will reduce, and in some cases may 
even eliminate, the value of the research credit.  

From the newly issued memorandum, once 
a business component is identified, the tax-
payer must also demonstrate that it engaged in 
research. To determine whether there is quali-
fied research as defined under Section 41, iden-
tifying who performed the research and the in-
formation that each individual who performed 
the research sought to discover is essential.  

The memorandum argues that without this 
specificity in the claim for refund, it is impossi-
ble to make a determination whether the tax-
payer engaged in QRAs for the refund claim 
year. Thus, this information also must be in-
cluded in a refund claim for the claim to meet 
the new IRS specificity requirement. The re-
quirement is also ambiguous, because not all 
employees who perform QRAs will be con-
ducting research—direct support or supervi-
sion of qualified research is also eligible for the 
research credit under Section 41.  

The IRS justification for the new require-
ment is that having this specific information al-
lows the IRS to determine if a refund should be 
paid immediately based on the information 
provided or if an examination should be con-
ducted to verify the taxpayer’s entitlement to 
the refund. The IRS will provide a grace period 
up until 1/10/2022 before requiring the inclu-

sion of this information with timely filed Sec-
tion 41 R&D tax credit claims for refund.  

Expenses attributed to qualified research ac-
tivities that may be deemed qualified research 
expenses (QREs) generally include:  
• Total wages paid or incurred to an employee 

for engaging in (directly, supervising, or sup-
porting) qualified research activities;  

• The cost of supplies used in qualified research 
activities; and  

• 65% of any amounts paid to any non-employee 
to perform qualified research.  
Importantly, the taxpayer must also provide 

a declaration signed under the penalty of per-
jury, verifying that the facts provided are accu-
rate. In most cases, the taxpayer’s signature on 
Forms 1040X or 1120X will suffice.  

Additionally, the taxpayer should provide 
the facts in a written statement, rather than 
through the production of documents. How-
ever, if a taxpayer provides documents, includ-
ing for example a completed R&D tax credit 
study, the taxpayer must specify the exact 
page(s) that supports each specific fact. Merely 
providing documents will not suffice to meet 
the taxpayer’s obligation.  

Here again practitioners are claiming foul 
by the IRS, for placing additional burdens  
on the taxpayer in the form of signature and 
documentation. There is also ambiguity in the 
written statement requirement because it is not 
clearly defined.  

Finally, the refund claim must be filed with- 
in the period of limitations stated in Section 
6511. Typically, taxpayers must file a valid 
claim within three years of the date their return 
was filed or two years from the time the tax was 
paid, whichever period expires later.  

Interim guidance 
On 1/3/2022, the IRS issued interim guidance and 
frequently asked questions to assist taxpayers in 
complying with its controversial memo.  

Enforcement for these requirements began 
on 1/10/2022, start of a one-year transition pe-
riod through 1/9/2023, where taxpayers will 
have 45 days to perfect their claim if any infor-
mation is deemed missing or insufficient by 
the IRS. This is an increase from 30 days in the 
initial October 2021 memorandum. Any 
timely filed claims that are determined to be in-
sufficient during the transition period will still 
be considered timely if perfected during this 
45-day period.  
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Taxpayers will be notified that additional 
information is required with Letter 6428, 
Claim for Credit for Increasing Research Ac-
tivities—Additional Information Required. 
The 45-day period to perfect the claim will 
start from the date the letter is issued. In the 
case that sufficient information is not received 
to perfect the claim, taxpayers will be issued 
Letter 6430, No Consideration, Section 41 
Claim. The IRS indicates that all returns will be 
checked for the new refund claim required in-
formation, and that it may therefore take up to 
six months from receipt for the IRS to process 
these claims.  

The IRS also provided additional guidance 
on its submission requirements, clarifying that 
taxpayers may group together employees who 
sought to discover the same information for a 
business component and describe what they 
collectively sought to discover. These employ-
ees may be identified by job title or position, 
rather than individual employee names. How-
ever, the taxpayer may be asked to provide the 
specific employee names after IRS review of the 
claim. Finally, taxpayers who used statistical 
sampling to determine their research credit re-
fund claim, in accordance with Revenue Proce-
dure 2011-42, will only need to provide infor-
mation related to the projects contained in the 
sample.  

Recent court cases 
Some practitioners and legal experts have brought 
forth the somewhat controversial theory that the 
IRS Chief Counsel Memorandum was issued in 
response to a string of taxpayer victories in recent 
court cases involving refund claims and docu-
mentation requirements. If so, this may be per-
ceived as a way to enforce their requirements 
without having court case precedent, and actually 
despite recent court decisions.  

In Harper,1 the owner of a military construc-
tion company filed amended returns for 2008 
and 2010 to claim R&D tax credits in those 
years. The existing specificity requirement 
stated that a claim for refund “must set forth in 
detail each ground upon which a credit or re-
fund is claimed and facts sufficient to apprise 
the Commissioner of the exact basis.” The IRS 
denied the taxpayer’s claims and the district 
court upheld that Harper failed to establish 
grounds for the claims or to present facts to 
justify its R&D tax credits, essentially present-
ing only two Form 1040X attachments.  

On appeal, however, the Ninth Circuit 
Court of Appeals reversed the prior decisions 
and determined that the government had 
waived its specificity requirement by con-
ducting a four-year audit examination. Ac-
cording to the Court of Appeals, although the 
IRS is entitled to require taxpayers to provide 
information in a certain form, it may also 
seek the required information by investiga-
tion. The court determined that the IRS had 
waived its specificity requirement by accept-
ing Harper’s tax forms and substantively ex-
amining his specific claims without asking 
for additional information.  

More recently, in two separate 2021 deci-
sions, taxpayers received favorable court rul-
ings. In both the Premier Tech 2 and Intermoun-
tain Electronics3. cases, the IRS tried to disallow 
research credit refund claims on procedural 
grounds, rather than by litigating whether the 
asserted research activities meet Section 41 re-
quirements. The government made motions to 
dismiss based on its assertion that the taxpay-
ers’ administrative claims lacked specificity. In 
other words, the IRS could not determine why 
the taxpayers were entitled to their refund 
claims. The taxpayers argued that attachment 
of Form 6765 was sufficient to disclose the na-
ture of their claims.  

In the Premier Tech case, the court ruled in 
favor of the taxpayer, stating that the IRS 
could not now change its own rules and say 
that the amended return and research claim 
form were inadequate. In the Intermountain 
Electronics case, similar to the Harper case, 
the court ruled that the IRS’s extensive five-
year audit proved the validity of the tax-
payer’s claim and constituted a waiver of the 
specificity requirement. The government had 
a partial victory, subsequently arguing that 
Intermountain “failed to state a claim,” but 
the court provided Intermountain with an 
opportunity to replead with sufficient facts 
and evidence.  

Conclusion—adding burdens to taxpayers 
The research credit has always been a complex 
and somewhat subjective area of law, involv-
ing the application of a four-part test, numer-
ous potential exclusions, and a variety of cal-

1
Harper, 127 AFTR2d 2021-1027 (CA-9, 2021).  

2
Premier Tech, Inc., 128 AFTR2d 2021-5220 (DC UT, 2021).  

3
 Intermountain Electronics, Inc., 128 AFTR2d 2021-5240 (DC UT, 

2021).
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culation methods, all of which need to be ac-
curately evaluated and applied to determine 
each taxpayer’s sustainable claim in any given 
tax year. By forcing taxpayers to provide more 
information to evaluate their research credit 
claims, the newly released specificity require-
ments appear only to increase the burdensome 
nature of making the claims themselves, which 
discounts the value of research credits to tax-
payers. The new IRS requirements dispropor-
tionately burden small and medium busi-
nesses that more commonly file an amended 

return, compared to much larger, well-estab-
lished companies.  

It is important to keep in mind that being is-
sued in the form of a memorandum rather 
than being published, these new requirements 
are considered “private guidance,” and there-
fore are technically not binding on the IRS. It 
remains to be seen whether or not the IRS will 
further change the language and publish these 
new requirements in the form of a Revenue 
Ruling or Revenue Procedure in the Internal 
Revenue Bulletin. n
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Introduction 

The Biden Administration has released a number 
of wide-ranging proposals for changes to the 
Code, many of which, such as a plan for a corpo-
rate minimum tax, have received widespread pub-
licity.1 Less well-publicized, but of interest to cor-
porate tax practitioners, are proposals to change 
long-standing rules for subchapter C corpora-
tions.2 These proposals, like many of the other ini-
tiatives, face well-known political obstacles,3 and 
may well not see the light of day in any viable tax 
reform legislation. However, the nature of Treas-
ury tax proposals is that, once on the table, the pro-
visions can take on a life of their own and are re-
vived periodically, perhaps as last-minute add-ons 
to “score” additional revenue, for tax legislation 
that may succeed in getting enacted.  

Indeed, in the case of one of the proposals, 
concerning changes to the control test under 
Section 368(c), the current provision of the 
Treasury Department proposals traces back to 
a similar change first advanced in the Clinton 
administration.4 The details of the control test 
proposal, as well as another change to the Code 
proposed by the Biden administration, involv-
ing “controlling” shareholders, are the topics of 
this column.  

Control under Section 368(c) 
For purposes of most corporate tax provisions re-
lated to reorganizations and similar transactions 
that include a “control” requirement, the term is 

defined as ownership of stock possessing at least 
80% of the total combined voting power of all 
classes of voting stock and at least 80% ownership 
of the total number of shares of each class of out-
standing nonvoting stock of the corporation.5 
This control test is both venerable and pervasive 
in subchapter C.6 Thus, the test is used not only 
for purposes of determining control for “B,” cer-
tain “C,”7 and both types of subsidiary merger re-
organizations,8 and for spin-offs under Section 
355,9 but it is also used for determining whether a 
transfer of property to a corporation in exchange 
for stock qualifies for tax-free treatment under 
Section 351.10 

While there are a number of uncertainties 
with the current control test — for example, the 
meaning of “total combined voting power” and 
“stock entitled to vote,” to say nothing of “owns” 
— generally one looks to the power of stock-
holders to elect directors,11 so by counting the 
members of the board, voting power can gener-
ally be determined quite readily, even with re-
spect to complex, multi-class, equity structures.  

It bears noting that the bright-line aspects of 
the control test that allow transactions to qual-
ify for tax-free treatment also allow taxpayers 
to “bust” such qualification in order to avoid 
the application of Section 351 or certain provi-
sions of Section 368(a).12 This violation of the 
control test can cause a given exchange trans-
action to be intentionally taxable (for example, 
in order to obtain a basis step-up or to use ex-
piring losses).13 

ROBERT RIZZI is a tax partner at Steptoe and Johnson LLP in Washington and New York.  
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While there are certain aspects of the con-
trol test that seem peculiar or perhaps anti-
quated — including the notion of counting the 
number of shares of nonvoting stock in the sec-
ond part of the test — a myriad of transactions 
depend upon the certainty that the current 
control test provides, both for tax-free and tax-
able treatment.  

In contrast with the bright-line standard in 
Section 368(c), a very different test applies for 
purposes of determining whether a corpora-
tion is a member of an “affiliated group” of cor-
porations for purposes of Section 1504(a)(1) of 
the Code. For various reasons, the “affiliation” 
test, which has a function similar to that of the 
control test, turns on both vote and value.14 
Specifically, Section 1504(a)(2) requires own-
ership of stock that possesses at least 80% of the 
total voting power of the stock of the corpora-
tion and that has a value of at least 80% of the 
total value of the stock of the corporation.15 

This discrepancy between the two tests is 
one of the targets of the proposals for reform. It 
can easily be argued that the rationale for each 
test is fundamentally different, and it could 
also be argued that, if the control test for pur-
poses of Section 368(c) is to be changed, it does 
not automatically have to conform to the affil-
iation test under Section 1504(a)(2), but the 
Biden administration proposals assume that 
the two tests should be consistent.  

During the Clinton administration, when 
the change to the control test under Section 
368(c) was proposed, Treasury was aware of 
certain highly structured transactions that 
were based upon an exploitation of the test.16 
Perhaps the most well-known of these is the 
transaction that became the basis for the Trib-
une Company case in the Tax Court.17 In that 
case, not one but two “controlled” merger sub-
sidiaries were formed, one of which was largely 
used as an intermediary for a transfer of do-
minion over more than one billion dollars of 
cash to the “selling” corporation.18 

Although that case was not finally decided 
until 2006, the structure of the transaction was 
relatively well-known during the time that the 
proposed changes were being considered. A 
number of other, similar alleged manipula-
tions were described by the Treasury and the 
Joint Committee using multi-class stock 
arrangements, many of which were character-
ized as “sale-like.”  

As was the case during the Clinton adminis-
tration, the current Treasury Department ra-
tionale for the change in the control test is lack-
ing in detail, but focuses on the perceived 
opportunities for abusive transactions:  

The control test under Section 368(c) creates potential 
for taxpayers to improperly achieve desired tax outcomes 
through structured transactions. By carefully allocating 
voting power among the shares of a corporation, taxpayers 
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For a good summary, see Bonner, “Biden Proposes Higher Cor-
porate Tax Rate, 20% Billionaire Minimum Tax,” J. Account-
ancy, 3/28/2022. For the Treasury Department summary, see 
General Explanations of the Administration’s Fiscal Year 2023 
Revenue Proposals, March 2022 (referred to as the “2022 
Greenbook”); see also earlier proposals in General Explanations 
of the Administration’s Fiscal Year 2022 Revenue Proposals, 
May 2021 (referred to as the “2021 Greenbook”).  

2
See 2022 Greenbook, p. 13; 2021 Greenbook, pp. 97-99.  

3
Rappeport, “Biden Proposes a Tax on Billionaires as He Looks 
to Fund His Economic Agenda,“ New York Times, 3/28/2022 
(“It is unclear whether any of the proposals will be able to gain 
enough support in Congress to become law. Previous efforts to 
raise taxes on the wealthy and corporations have run into resist-
ance from moderate Democrats, including Senators Joe 
Manchin III of West Virginia and Kyrsten Sinema of Arizona”).  

4
See Administration’s Fiscal Year 2000 Budget Proposals, dis-
cussed extensively in New York State Bar Association Tax Sec-
tion Report No. 958, submitted 7/8/1999 (“New York Bar Re-
port”). See also Joint Comm. Staff Description of Treasury’s 
Revenue Proposals, p. 220 (2/22/1999); and American Bar 
Ass’n, Tax Section, “Comments on Proposed Section 368(e) 
Definition of Corporate Control,” 83 Tax Notes 1357 
(5/31/1999).  

5
Section 368(c). See Bittker & Eustice, Federal Income Taxation 
of Corporations & Shareholders (WG&L) ¶  3.07[1], discussed in 
connection with exchanges under Section 351 (“Section 368(c) 
is one of the original ‘control’ tests under the Code”).  

6
Id. (“Importantly, the value of the transferee’s stock is not rele-
vant at all for purposes of control under §  368(c)—only voting 
power of voting shares and, if there are other, nonvoting, 
classes of stock, the number of those nonvoting shares is taken 
into account under this venerable standard.”)  

7
A so-called “parenthetical ‘C’ reorganization”: “the acquisition 
by one corporation, in exchange solely for all or a part of its vot-
ing stock (or in exchange solely for all or a part of the voting stock 
of a corporation which is in control of the acquiring corporation), 
of substantially all of the properties of another corporation, * * 
*.” (Emphasis added.)  

8
For example, in a forward triangular merger under Section 
368(a)(2)(D), the parent corporation must control the acquiring 
corporation that has in turn acquired the assets of the target. 
“D” reorganizations have different control tests, depending 
upon whether the transaction is a “divisive” or “acquisitive” one. 
See Sections 368(a)(1)(D), 368(a)(2)(H) (“the term ‘control’ has 
the meaning given such term by Section 304(c)”).  

9
Under the “control requirement” in Section 355(a)(1)(D).  

10
Section 351(a) (“No gain or loss shall be recognized if property 
is transferred to a corporation by one or more persons solely in 
exchange for stock in such corporation and immediately after 
the exchange such person or persons are in control (as defined 
in Section 368(c)) of the corporation.”)  

11
See, e.g., Rev. Rul. 66-339, 1966-2 CB 274; Rev. Rul. 69-126, 
1969-1 CB 218.  

12
For example, by leaving outstanding a share of nonvoting stock 
in someone’s hands when the voting stock is all acquired in a 
transaction that would otherwise qualify under Section 
368(a)(1)(B). See Ltr. Rul. 8822062 (The exchange intentionally 
failed to qualify as a reverse subsidiary merger, as follows: 
“Prior to the consummation of the mergers described above, 
Company A will issue and Company B will purchase one share 
of Company A non-voting preferred stock for cash. After con-
summation of the merger of Sub A into Company A, the pre-
ferred stock issued to Company B will remain outstanding stock 
of company A held by Company B”).  
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can manipulate the Section 368(c) control test in order to 
qualify or not qualify, as desired, a transaction as tax-free. 
For example, a taxpayer may structure a transaction in 
this manner to avoid tax-free treatment in order to 
recognize a loss. In addition, the absence of a value com-
ponent under this standard allows corporations to retain 
control of a corporation but to “sell” a significant amount 
of the value of the corporation tax-free. A uniform 
ownership test for corporate transactions would reduce 
the complexity currently caused by these inconsistent 
tests.19  

As indicated, the Biden administration pro-
posal would conform the control test under 
Section 368(c) with the affiliation test under 
Section 1504(a)(2). Therefore, “control” would 
be defined as the ownership of at least 80% of 
the total voting power and at least 80% of the 
total value of stock of a corporation.20 

The details of the proposal are not spelled out 
in the summary of the current Treasury tax plan. 
However, it is possible to glean some sugges-
tions from the proposal that was made during 
the Clinton administration.21 Indeed, the expla-
nation in 1999 of why the change was needed, as 
summarized in the New York Bar Report, was 
similar to the current argument: because the 
current control test was “too easily manipu-
lated” by allocating voting power among the 
shares of a corporation and that the absence of a 
value component “enables corporations to re-
tain technical control of the corporation” while 
selling a significant amount or substantially all 
of its value.22 Much of the analysis in the 1999 
New York Bar Report will be relevant, if the pro-
posed legislation goes forward.  

The problems with value 
By including the value of the issuer’s stock in the 
determination of control, the current proposal in-
vites potential uncertainty concerning whether, 
especially in a situation involving an issuer with a 
multi-class capital structure, the control test has 
been met. This uncertainty is certainly problem-
atic when taxpayers are trying to determine 
whether, in a close case, a particular subsidiary is 
included within an affiliated group. When that 
uncertainty is translated into tax-free qualifica-
tion of a reorganization, spinoff, or Section 351 
exchange, however, the consequences could be 
more dire.  

The problems created by using the value of 
stock, especially relative value of various classes 
of stock, in determining basic tax outcomes, 
have been highlighted, for example, in the rules 
under Section 382, concerning limitations on 
the use of net operating losses after a “change in 
control.”23 Under Section 382(g), the event that 
impacts the utility of corporate NOLs is a shift 
of the loss corporation’s stock ownership over 
a three-year period, determined exclusively by 
value.24 As the treatise states, however, “Using 
value rather than number of shares to deter-
mine changes of ownership [under Section 
382] practically ensures disputes about control 
premiums, blockage discounts, and minority 
interest discounts, especially in close cases.”25 

The regulations under Section 382(g) pro-
vide limited guidance on how such value is de-
termined in a multi-class situation.26 Similar 
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Bittker & Eustice, Federal Income Taxation of Corporations & 
Shareholders (WG&L), ¶  3.09 n. 252 (“The origin of the term 
“bust ” in connection with transactions that intentionally do not 
qualify under §  351 is uncertain.” Citing, e.g., Thigpen, “Unan-
ticipated Bandage for a Busted Section 351 Exchange,” KPMG 
publication (2001); Fisher, “The Conversion of Ordinary Income 
to Capital Gain by Intentionally Avoiding Section 351 of the In-
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Section 1504(a)(4).  
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struction of the Reorganization Rules,” Corp. Tax. (WG&L), 
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2022 Greenbook p. 19.  

20
The proposal would be effective for transactions occurring after 
12/31/2022.  
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Thus, for example, it was assumed that “stock” for purposes of 
the control test would not include “pure preferred” stock that 
satisfied the requirements of Section 1504(a)(4). Presumably, 
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22
See New York Bar Report, pp. 2-3.  

23
Bittker & Eustice: Federal Income Taxation of Corporations & 
Shareholders (WG&L) ¶  14.43.  

24
Section 382(k)(6)(C) provides that all determinations of the per-
centage of stock held by any shareholder are to be made on the 
basis of the value, rather than on the number of shares.  

25
Bittker & Eustice: Federal Income Taxation of Corporations & 
Shareholders (WG&L) ¶  14.43 n. 186. But see Reg. 1.382-
2(a)(3)(i) (all shares with the same material rights have the 
same value (e.g., no control premiums or blockage discounts)). 
See also Bennett, “Valuing Stock for Ownership Changes,” 83 
Taxes 7, June 2005.  

26
See Regs 1.382-2(a)(3)(i):  

  The determination of the percentage of stock of any corpora-
tion owned by any person shall be made on the basis of the rel-
ative fair market value of the stock owned by such person to the 
total fair market value of the outstanding stock of the corpora-
tion. Solely for purposes of determining the percentage of stock 
owned by a person, each share of all the outstanding shares of 
stock that have the same material terms is treated as having the 
same value. Thus, for example, a control premium or blockage 
discount is disregarded in determining the percentage of stock 
owned by any person. 
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concerns can be predicted under the proposed 
changes under Section 368(c). 

Imposing liability on “controlling” shareholders 
Another change affecting C corporations pro-
posed by the Biden administration would impose 
liability for corporate-level taxes on certain “con-
trolling” shareholders.27 Although targeted at a 
relatively narrow class of corporations and corre-
sponding shareholders, and focusing on a spe-
cific type of transaction deemed “abusive,” this 
aspect of the Biden administration’s subchapter 
C proposals is a significant departure from past 
practice. The proposal has its own independent 
“control” test and would impact closely held 
companies engaged in M&A transactions.  

The proposal would add a new Section to the 
Code to create direct exposure on shareholders 
who sell the stock of an “applicable C corpora-
tion.”28 Potential secondary liability would be 
limited only by the amount of the sales pro-
ceeds received by the shareholders, and would 
disregard state corporate and liability law. For 
purposes of the proposal, an “applicable C cor-
poration” would include any C corporation 
two-thirds or more of whose assets consist of 
cash, passive investment assets, or assets that 
are the subject of a contract of sale or whose sale 
has been substantially negotiated on the date 
that a controlling interest in its stock is sold.29 

The proposal would only impose this expo-
sure upon shareholders who, directly or indi-
rectly, dispose of a “controlling interest” in the 
stock of the applicable C corporation within a 
12-month period in exchange for considera-
tion other than the stock of an acquiring cor-
poration. Controlling interest is defined as at 
least 50%; the proposal is not specific as to 
whether this definition includes both vote and 
value, but presumably it would. Moreover, the 
secondary liability would arise only after the 
applicable C corporation had been assessed in-
come taxes, as well as interest and penalties, 
with respect to any taxable year within the 12-
month period before or after the date that its 

stock was disposed of and after the corporation 
did not pay those amounts within 180 days 
after assessment.30 The proposal would also 
amend the Code to provide that the amount 
for which the selling shareholder was second-
arily liable would constitute a deficiency that 
was governed by general procedural notice and 
demand rules, but with an additional year 
added to the statute of limitations.31This “con-
trolling shareholder” proposal obviously pro-
vides a significant expansion of potential 
shareholder liability, thus “piercing the corpo-
rate veil” in a limited set of circumstances.  

The rationale for this proposal is quite clearly 
tied to so-called intermediary, or “Midco,” 
transactions that have bedeviled the Treasury 
for a number of years, notwithstanding court 
victories and other steps to stamp out these 
transactions.32Midco transactions generally in-
volve a sale of a corporation’s stock to a specially 
designated corporation (commonly, “Midco”) 
and a sale of the target assets to a different per-
son or entity. The intent of such Midco transac-
tions is to try to provide the selling shareholders 
with capital gains treatment with respect to the 
sale of their shares, and to give the buyer of the 
target business a step-up in the basis of the as-
sets, all hopefully without the significant corpo-
rate-level tax that would otherwise have been 
imposed if the target had completed the transac-
tion as an asset sale and if the cash proceeds had 
been distributed to the target shareholders.33 

However, if the IRS does determine that 
there is significant corporate tax liability from 
the typical Midco transaction, most likely the 
corporate intermediary is without significant 
assets, since the cash from the transaction has 
been disbursed. The proposal aims to remedy 
this practical problem, by imposing a new form 
of expanded liability.  

Conclusions 
The effort to prevent taxpayers from “manipulat-
ing” transactions by using the venerable control 
test in Section 368(c) to effect “deemed sales” has 
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2022 Greenbook pp. 74-75. This provision was also included in 
the 2021 Greenbook, pp. 97-88.  
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2022 Greenbook p. 74.  

29
Id.  

30
The proposal would not apply with respect to certain disposi-
tions, for example (1) the stock of a C corporation or real estate 
investment trust with shares traded on an established securities 
market, (2) the shares of a publicly traded regulated investment 
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Hill and Nessler, “MIDCO Transactions and the Expand-
ing Universe of Transferee Liability,” NY Tax Club paper, 
4/20/2016.  
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See Rizzi, “Midco Transactions and Shareholder-Level Liabil-
ity,” Corp. Tax’n (WG&L), Sep/Oct 2012.  
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spurred the Treasury once again to revisit the is-
sues first raised more than 20 years ago. The leap 
to determining that the preferable test is the one 
used to determine affiliation under Section 
1504(a)(2), however, is perhaps less clear. As noted 
above, the purposes of the two tests are different. 
Moreover, because the addition of the value hur-
dle will add uncertainty, the ability to plan may be 
jeopardized. On the other hand, taxpayers may be 
able to take advantage of the “whipsaw” potential 
for such transactions, which is always a potential 
side-effect of uncertainty in subchapter C.34 

Similarly, eliminating liability protection for 
shareholders of certain C corporations through 
the proposal in the Treasury list, although tar-
geted towards a specific kind of transaction — 
the Midco variety — risks undercutting some 
basic principles, and, as a corollary, double tax-
ation of transactions that involve transfers be-
tween corporations and shareholders. n 
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(WG&L) ¶  3.06[1]. 
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In Toth,1 the First Circuit Court of Appeals 
affirmed the summary judgment decision of 
the District Court holding that Monica Toth 
was liable for an FBAR penalty in the amount 
of $2,173,703, plus $826,469.56 in late fees and 
$137,925.92 in interest.  

Facts 
Monica Toth is a U.S. citizen who maintained an 
account with Union Bank of Switzerland (UBS) 
since 1999. Although Congress passed the Bank 
Secrecy Act (the “Act”) in 1970,2 provisions of 
which required U.S. citizens and residents to file 
reports and keep records of certain relationships 
with foreign financial agencies,3 she first filed a  
report of Foreign Bank and Financial Accounts 
(FBAR) with the IRS disclosing her Swiss UBS ac-
count in 2010.  

Toth’s FBAR precipitated an IRS audit the 
next year, and pursuant to the audit the IRS filed 
delinquent FBAR forms on her behalf for the 
audit period 2005-2009. As a result of the audit, 
the IRS also determined that Toth’s failure to file 
an FBAR was willful for the 2007 calendar year. 
This led the IRS to assess a civil penalty against 
Toth in an amount equal to $2,173,703, which 
was one-half the amount in her Swiss UBS ac-
count at the time of the violations, the maxi-
mum amount of penalty under the Act.  

Toth did not pay the penalty, leading the 
government to file a civil suit against her in the 
District Court of Massachusetts on 9/16/2015. 

Toth was unrepresented during a significant 
portion of this prolonged litigation, which ul-
timately culminated in a final judgement on 
9/16/2020, referred to as Toth IV.4  

During the prolonged litigation, Toth con-
sistently failed to respond to the Government’s 
discovery requests. On 10/15/2018 the District 
Court granted the Government’s motion for 
sanctions under Federal Rule of Civil Proce-
dure 37, and ordered as a sanction that several 
facts be taken as established, including that she 
violated the Act willfully (Toth II).5 After that 
holding Toth hired a lawyer.  

Ultimately, the District Court granted the 
Government’s motion for summary judgment 
in Toth IV, reaffirming its determination that 
Toth willfully violated the Act, rejecting her ar-
guments that the size of the penalty violated 
the existing Treasury regulations and also the 
U.S. Constitution’s Excessive Fines and Due 
Process Clauses.  

Analysis 
Under 31 U.S.C. section 5314(a), U.S. citizens or 
residents are required to keep records, and file  
reports when the person makes a transaction or 
maintains a relation for any person with a fo- 
reign financial agency. Under Treasury regula-
tions promulgated to implement the Act, an in- 
dividual is required to file an FBAR with the IRS 
for each calendar year that individual has more 
than $10,000 in a foreign bank account.6  
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If an individual fails to file an FBAR, 31 
U.S.C. section 5321(a)(5)(B) authorizes the IRS 
to impose a civil penalty of up to $10,000 for 
each violation. However, if the person willfully 
violates the reporting requirement, under 31 
U.S.C. section 5321(a)(5)(C) the maximum 
penalty is increased to the greater of (1) 
$100,000, or (2) 50% of the amount deter-
mined under subparagraph (D). Under 31 
U.S.C. section 5321(a)(5)(D), if the violation 
involves a failure to report the existence of an 
account or any identifying information re-
quired to be provided with respect to an ac-
count, the amount is the balance in the account 
at the time of the violation.  

Under the regulation in effect at the time the 
IRS assessed the penalty against Toth, the per-
tinent regulation provided that the maximum 
penalty for a willful failure to file an FBAR was 
$100,000 (the “2012 Regulations”).7 

Court sanction 
Toth challenged the District Court’s sanction 
order that it be taken as a fact that she “will-
fully failed to file an FBAR” for the 2007 calen-
dar year. She contended that this was particu-
larly harsh and was tantamount to a default 
judgment.  

The court reviewed the District Court’s 
choice of sanction for an abuse of discretion. 
The court stated that it would consider both 
(1) substantive factors – the severity of the vi-
olation, the legitimacy of the party’s excuse, 
repetition of violations, the deliberateness of 
the misconduct, mitigating excuses, preju-
dice to the other side and the operations of 
the court, and the adequacy of lesser sanc-
tions, and (2) procedural factors – whether 
the offending party was given sufficient no-
tice and opportunity to explain its noncom-
pliance or argue for a lesser penalty, to make 
this determination.  

The court agreed that Toth’s violations of 
the District Court’s discovery orders were 
severe, repeated, and deliberate. The court 
found that the District Court repeatedly gave 
her second chances and warned her she 
could face sanctions by continuing to fail to 
meet its deadlines, including the sanction of 
accepting certain facts as established, such as 
she acted willfully in failing to file an FBAR. 
Thus, the court could not find that the Dis-
trict Court abused its discretion in selecting 
the sanction it chose.  

The 2012 Regulations 
Toth contended that the 2012 Regulations im-
posed a maximum penalty of $100,000 for a 
willful failure to file an FBAR and that the IRS 
was therefore precluded from assessing a grea- 
ter amount.  

The 2012 Regulation was originally prom- 
ulgated in 1987. However, the statute was a- 
mended after the 1987 regulation became final 
to provide for the increased amount. Neverthe-
less, Toth contended that the 1987 regulation 
remained operative and placed a ceiling of 
$100,000 on the maximum penalty.  

The court rejected this argument and held 
in accordance with every other court consider-
ing the issues,8 that the regulation did not limit 
the penalty amount to $100,000 because the 
statutory amendments superseded the regula-
tion.  

The court found that the statute in question 
did not, in any clear way, confer the power on 
Treasury to establish a ceiling on the maxi-
mum penalty that would be lower than the 
maximum penalty allowed by statute. Fur- 
ther, the regulation was promulgated under 31 
U.S.C. section 5314(b)(5), which is merely a 
grant of general authority that provides that 
Treasury may prescribe regulations necessary 
to carry out the Act’s reporting requirements 
for foreign accounts. The court also noted that 
another statutory provision expressly confers 
authority on the Treasury to set by regulation 
the maximum size of transactions that must be 
reported under the Act.  

Finally, the court stated that the regulation 
was promulgated as an interpretive rule. As 
such, the regulation is properly understood  
to be clarifying, rather than substantive. The 
court referred to the regulation as a parroting 
regulation. Thus, when Congress amended 31 
U.S.C. section 5314(a)(5)(C)-(D) to permit the 
IRS to impose a penalty in excess of $100,000, 
the 1987 regulation was superseded because 
the regulation was merely a regulation parrot-
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ing a then operative statutory maximum and 
could have no effect once a new statutory max-
imum was set.  

Constitutional arguments 
Toth claimed that the $2,173,703 penalty for fail-
ing to file an FBAR violated the Excessive Fines 
Clause of the Eighth Amendment to the U.S. 
Constitution, providing that “[e]xcessive bail shall 
not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor 
cruel and unusual punishment inflicted.”9  

The court first stated that only monetary 
penalties that function as “punishment for 
some offense” are encompassed within the 
clause “excessive fines imposed.”10 The court 
explained that there is no per se rule that the 
Excessive Fines Clause only applies to a crimi-
nal prosecution; what matters is whether the 
penalty, even if only a civil one, is punishment. 
Thus, the court is required to explore whether 
the penalty serves remedial purposes, as op-
posed to retributive or deterrent purposes.  

The court distinguished the FBAR penalty 
from other penalties that are the subject of 
other cases, because the FBAR penalty is not 
tied to any criminal sanction. Additionally, the 
court found that the penalty served the reme-
dial purpose of reimbursing the government. 
The court stated:  

Here there was such a fraud and loss. Indeed, Congress 
authorized the imposition of a penalty of this size for 
willfully failing to comply with the Act’s reporting re-
quirements to address the fact that “[i]t has been estimated 
that hundreds of millions in tax revenues [were] lost” due 
to the secret use of foreign financial accounts – which 
Congress characterized as the “largest single tax loophole 
permitted by American law,” and that it was very difficult 
for law enforcement to police the use of these accounts, 
causing costly investigations to stretch on for years ….  

(citation omitted).  
The court also compared the FBAR to tax 

penalties and cases that make clear that a tax 
penalty for failing to file taxes can exceed the 
amount owed in taxes without thereby consti-
tuting punishment.11 Finally, the court also re-
jected Toth’s argument that the fact that 31 
U.S.C. section 5321(a)(5) provides for different 

maximum penalties depending on willfulness 
of the violation necessarily reveals that a deter-
rent or retributive purpose underlies the provi-
sion. The court found that other statutes that 
focus on culpability (e.g., civil tax fraud 
penalty), have not been found to render an oth-
erwise remedial penalty punitive.  

Thus, for all of the foregoing reasons, the 
court concluded that the civil penalty imposed 
under 31 U.S.C. section 5321(a)(5)(C)-(D) is 
not a “fine,” and as such, the Excessive Fines 
Clause does not apply to it.  

The court also rejected Toth’s argument 
that the FBAR penalty violated her rights 
under the Due Process Clause of the Fifth 
Amendment. Toth relied on BMW of North 
America, Inc.,12 a case involving punitive dam-
ages awarded by a jury. The court noted that in 
Sony BMG Music Entertainment v. Tenen-
baum,13 the First Circuit held that BMW does 
not apply to cases that involve a penalty set by 
statute. Therefore, the court rejected an argu-
ment based on BMW, and stated that Toth’s 
attempt to shift her argument to fit within the 
Sony framework was a new argument that 
could not be made on brief. Accordingly, the 
court held that she waived any argument that 
the FBAR penalty assessed against her violated 
her due process rights. n 

SECTION 6426 
RENEWABLE FUELS 
CREDIT REDUCES 
TAXPAYER’S COST OF 
GOODS SOLD 
In Delek US Holdings, Inc.,14 the Sixth Circuit 
Court of Appeals affirmed the decision of the dis-
trict court, holding that the Section 6426 tax 
credit claimed by Delek against its Section 
4081(a)(1)(A) excise tax, also reduced its cost of 
goods sold, and denied taxpayer’s refund claim 
based on its claimed increase to cost of goods sold.  

Facts 
Delek is a fuel producer subject to federal excise 
taxes under Section 4081. In 2010 and 2011, 
Delek claimed over $64 million in credits under 
Section 6426 against its Section 4081 federal ex-
cise taxes. In computing its federal income taxes, 
Delek subtracted the claimed fuel mixture credits 
from its costs of goods sold. However, in 2015 it 
determined that the Section 6426 credit should 
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not reduce its cost of goods sold because the credit 
was a payment of the excise tax.  

Therefore, it filed amended returns for 2010 
and 2011 claiming a refund on the basis that 
the Section 6426 credits were payments in sat-
isfaction, but not in reduction, of its federal ex-
cise tax, and therefore it erred in reducing its 
cost of goods sold by the amount of the Section 
6426 credits. After the IRS denied Delek’s re-
fund claim, it filed a refund action in the dis-
trict court, which denied Delek’s refund claim.  

Analysis 
Section 4081(a)(1) imposes an excise tax per gal-
lon on (1) the removal of a taxable fuel from any 
refinery, (2) the removal of a taxable fuel from any 
terminal, (3) the entry into the U.S. of any taxable 
fuel for consumption, use, or warehousing, and 
(4) certain sales of taxable fuel.  

Section 6426(a)(1) allows as a credit against 
tax imposed by Section 4081 an amount equal 
to the sum of the credits under subsections (b) 
[alcohol fuel mixture credit], (c) [biodiesel 
mixture credit], and (e) [alternative fuel mix-
ture credit].  

Section 6427(e)(1) provides that the Secre-
tary shall pay (without interest) an amount 
equal to the respective alcohol fuel mixture 
credit, biodiesel mixture credit, and alternative 
fuel mixture credit, to the person earning such 
credits. However, Section 6427(e)(3) provides 
that no amount is payable under Sections 
6427(e)(1) and (2) with respect to any mixture 
with respect to which an amount is allowed as 
a credit under Section 6426.  

The court framed the issue positing that by 
accepting the Section 6426 credit, did Delek 
pay a lesser amount in fuel excise tax. The court 
found that the text of Section 6426 plainly says 
yes, and that was decisive.  

The court said the first step in its analysis 
was to define the term “credit.” While Section 
6426 does not define the term, the court found 
that the dictionary meaning of “credit” as well 
as case law interpreting the term was that a 
credit takes away from a total tax liability or an 
amount otherwise due, and therefore reduces 
that liability. The court stated that under the 
statutory text, the Section 6426 credit reduces 
the producer’s entire Section 4081 excise tax li-
ability. The court cited to Sunoco, Inc.,15 where 
the court also determined that Section 
6426(a)(1) reduces the taxpayer’s overall excise 
tax liability. Therefore, by reducing Delek’s ex-

cise tax liability, the credit also reduced its cost 
of goods sold.  

The court rejected several arguments made 
by Delek. One argument was that Sections 
6426 and 6427(e) offered it two options. In this 
respect, it argued that it could effectively forego 
the credit and pay the full amount of its Section 
4081 excise tax liability without reduction for 
the credit. It could then claim a refund under 
Section 6427(e) for the full amount of the Sec-
tion 6426 credit. Delek premised its argument 
on the use of the term “allowed” in Section 
6427(e)(3). In this respect Section 6427(e)(3) 
reduces the amount of the refund under Sec-
tion 6427(e)(1) and (2) by the “amount allowed 
as a credit under Section 6426.”  

Delek argued that the term allowed refers to 
a deduction or credit which is actually taken on 
a return and results in a reduction of a tax-
payer’s income tax.16 In contrast, the Code also 
uses the term allowable, which usually means 
that a credit simply qualifies under a specific 
Code section.17 Because Section 6427(e) uses 
the term “allowed,” Delek argued that the Sec-
tion 6426 credit preempts Section 6427(e)(1) 
and (2) direct payments only insofar as the tax-
payer chooses to take the Section 6426 credit.  

The court rejected this argument. The court 
reasoned that Section 6426 states that the mix-
tures credit “shall be allowed… as a credit 
against the tax imposed by Section 4081.” By 
using the term “shall,” Congress requires tax-
payers to actually take the mixtures credit. 
Therefore, since producers cannot receive any 
Section 6427(e) payments that overlap with the 
mixtures credit, they must wait until their ex-
cise tax liability reaches zero before they can 
seek a payment under Section 6427(e).  

Delek also tried to analogize to other types 
of credits under the Code. For example, Delek 
argued that Section 31(a)(1), which credits 
amounts withheld as tax under chapter 24 
(Collection of Income Tax at Source) and re-
quires taxpayers to prepay their income tax by 
withholding, actually pays (without reducing) 
income tax liability and that the fuel mixtures 
credit operates in the same way.  

The court found that Section 31(a)(1) is an 
exception, not the rule. It cited Section 
6211(b)(1), which clarifies that a taxpayer’s lia-
bility is calculated “without regard to the credit 
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under Section 31.” According to the court, 
Congress went out of its way to clarify the spe-
cial nature of the credit for wages withheld at 
the source. The court further noted that the 
Section 31 credit is housed under subpart C 
(Refundable credits) of part IV of the Code’s 
first chapter. It stated that subpart C credits are 
unlike other credits in part IV because they do 
not reduce taxpayer liabilities. Rather, as Sec-
tion 6401(b)(1) explains, subpart C credits go 
toward overpayment, while other part IV cred-
its are calculated into the liability itself. Thus, 
the court found that the fuel mixtures credit 
did not fit into this exception.  

Delek also argued that legislative history 
supported its interpretation. The court simply 
responded that when the statutory text of the 
provision being parsed is clear, there is no 
need or warrant to explore legislative history.18 
Thus, relying solely on the text of Section 
6426, the court concluded that Delek paid a 
reduced excise tax liability and was not enti-
tled to a refund based on an increase to its cost 
of goods sold. n 

TAXPAYERS FAILED TO 
QUALIFY AS REAL ESTATE 
PROFESSIONALS UNDER 
SECTION 469(c)(7) 

In Sezonov,19 the Tax Court held that neither 
Christian Sezonov nor his wife Francine qualified 
as real estate professionals under Section 
469(c)(7), because neither taxpayer individually 
performed more than 750 hours of services dur-
ing any tax year in real property trades or business 
in which the taxpayer materially participated.  

Facts 
In 2013 and 2014 the Sezonovs were married and 
resided in Ohio. Christian was the sole member of 
Design Build Service, LLC (DBS), which operated 
a wholesale HVAC business.  

In 2013 DBS purchased two properties in 
Florida. One property was located in Palm 
Coast and was purchased in April 2013. After 
acquiring the property, DBS leased it to the 
prior owner for approximately two months. 
After the former owner vacated the Palm Coast 
property it was cleaned and furnished and DBS 
leased the property to a tenant for a one-year 
term beginning in September or October 2013.  

The second property located in Flagler 
Beach was purchased on 11/11/2013. DBS 
made improvements and repairs to this prop-
erty so that it could be leased for short-term 
(one month) vacation rentals. The property 
was first made available for lease in December 
2013 and was first rented in January 2014.  

The Sezonovs advertised the rental proper-
ties and communicated with prospective 
renters via email. Francine was responsible for 
day-to-day management of the properties. In 
between rentals, Francine would travel to 
Florida to clean and prepare the Flagler Beach 
property for its next rental or hire a cleaner to 
do so on her behalf. Christian assisted in re-
sponding to emails and also performed main-
tenance and repairs on the properties.  

The Sezonovs did not maintain contempo-
raneous records of the hours they worked on 
the Florida properties. However, Francine later 
prepared time logs based on the rental agree-
ments and their email correspondence with 
renters. The time logs are summarized in Ex-
hibit 1.  

The Sezonovs reported the rental activity of 
DBS on Schedule E of their joint income tax re-
turns for 2013 and 2014. Their Schedule Es re-
ported loss deductions for the Florida rental 
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Citing In re Comshare Inc. Sec. Litig., 183 F. 3d 542, 549 (CA-6, 
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TCM 2022-40.  

EXHIBIT 1 

Time Logs—Hours Worked on Properties 

Francine Christian

2013 2014 2013 2014

Flagler Beach 254.20 77.50 202.25 26.40

Palm Coast 222.00 2.50 203.05 0.00

Total Time 476.20 80.20 405.50 26.40
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properties. They did not make an election to 
aggregate their rental activities under Section 
469(c)(7)(A). On audit, the IRS disallowed the 
Schedule E loss deductions claimed by the Se-
zonovs.  

Analysis 
Section 469 generally provides that a taxpayer 
may not deduct the net losses from the taxpayer’s 
passive activities against their non-passive in-
come. A passive activity is an activity which in-
volves the conduct of any trade or business in 
which the taxpayer does not materially partici-
pate. Except as provided in Section 469(c)(7), a 
rental activity is treated as a passive activity.  

Under Section 469(c)(7), the per se classifi-
cation of rental activity as a passive activity 
does not apply to the rental real estate activity 
of a taxpayer who qualifies as a real estate pro-
fessional for the taxable year. A taxpayer qual-
ifies as a real estate professional for a taxable 
year if:  
• More than one-half of the personal services 

performed in trades or businesses by the tax-
payer during the taxable year are performed in 
real property trades or businesses in which the 
taxpayer materially participates, and  

• The taxpayer performs more than 750 hours of 
services during the taxable year in real prop-
erty trades or businesses in which the taxpayer 
materially participates.20   
In the case of a joint return, at least one 

spouse must separately satisfy the real estate 
professional qualification requirements.  

If the taxpayer qualifies as a real estate pro-
fessional, the rental activity is treated as a trade 
or business subject to the material participa-
tion requirements of Section 469(c)(1) rather 
than as per se passive.21  

The court stated that in assessing a tax-
payer’s material participation, it treats each in-
terest in real estate as a discrete real estate activ-
ity unless the taxpayer makes an election to 
treat all such activities as a single activity. How-
ever, in determining whether the 750-hour re-
quirement is satisfied, all of the taxpayer’s real 
property trade or business activity is taken into 
account.22  

The court questioned the time logs con-
structed by Francine and commented that the 
time estimates appeared excessive in several re-
spects. However, even accepting the time logs 
as credible and accurate in all respects, the 
court stated that they did not establish that ei-

ther taxpayer met the definition of a real estate 
professional within the meaning of Section 
469(c)(7).  

In each of 2013 and 2014, according to the 
time logs, neither taxpayer spent at least 750 
hours in real estate activities. Because neither 
taxpayer met the 750-hour requirement for ei-
ther year, neither qualified as a real estate pro-
fessional. Therefore, the court held that the 
Florida real estate rental activities were passive 
activities regardless of whether the taxpayers 
materially participated in those activities and 
the losses were properly classified by the IRS as 
passive activity losses. n 

COURT AFFIRMS HOLDING 
THAT MANAGEMENT FEES 
PAID TO SHAREHOLDERS 
WERE NON-DEDUCTIBLE 
DISGUISED DIVIDENDS 
In Aspro, Inc.23 the Eighth Circuit Court of Ap-
peals affirmed the holding of the Tax Court that 
management fees that Aspro, Inc. paid to its three 
shareholders were disguised dividends not de-
ductible as ordinary and necessary business ex-
penses.  

Facts 
Aspro, Inc. (Aspro) is an asphalt-paving company 
based in Waterloo, Iowa. During 2012-2014 its 
stock was held by three shareholders, Milton 
Dakovich, its President, owning 20%, and Jackson 
Enterprises Corp. (JEC) and Manett’s Enterprises, 
Ltd. (Manett’s), each owning 40%.  

Aspro did not pay any dividends since the 
1970s. However, over a 20-year period, in every 
year save 2010, it paid management fees to its 
shareholders. The management fees were paid 
to the shareholders in approximate proportions 
to their share ownership and were paid at year-
end in a lump sum payment. Further, there was 
no written management services agreement or 
other documentation of a management service 
relationship between Aspro and any share-
holder, and no evidence that any shareholder 
billed Aspro for these services.  
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Dakovich served as the President of Aspro 
and was paid a salary and bonus. However, in 
connection with the payment of the year-end 
management fee, at trial he was unable to ex-
plain what he did to earn the management fee.  

On audit the IRS disallowed deduction of 
the management fees paid to Dakovich, JEC, 
and Manett’s on the ground that Aspro failed 
to establish that the payments were made for 
ordinary and necessary business purposes. 
The Tax Court sustained the Commissioner’s 
determination, holding that the claimed a- 
mounts were not paid as compensation for 
services but were disguised distributions of 
corporate earnings.  

Expert testimony 
At trial, the Tax Court excluded the testimony of 
two expert witnesses offered by Aspro. On ap-
peal, Aspro contended that the Tax Court abused 
its discretion by excluding the testimony of its 
experts.  

One expert was Gale Peterson, Jr. Peter-
son worked for Aspro and was a contractor 
in the highway-construction industry. In Pe-
terson’s report he opined that based on his 
personal experience working for Aspro and 
the reputation of the shareholders in the in-
dustry, the services they provided to Aspro 
were valuable.  

Under the Federal Rules of Evidence, ex-
pert testimony is admissible only when the ex-
pert’s specialized knowledge helps the trier of 
fact to understand the evidence or to deter-
mine a fact in issue.24 The expert’s specialized 
knowledge must be based on sufficient facts or 
data, be the product of reliable principles and 
methods, and demonstrate that the expert re-
liably applied the principles and methods to 
the facts of the case.25  

The court found that the Tax Court did 
not abuse its discretion in excluding Peter-
son’s testimony. In this respect, it agreed that 
Peterson did not employ the same level of in-
tellectual rigor that characterized the practice 
of an expert in the field, and that his expert-
witness testimony was not helpful as required 
by Rule 702.  

The other expert offered by Aspro was 
William Kenedy, a CPA specializing in busi-
ness valuation. The Tax Court found that 
Kenedy did not articulate what principles and 
methods he used, if any, to conclude that valu-
able services were provided. Among others, 
Kenedy admitted that his findings were based 
on a lack of documentation and lack of scien-
tific method to assess the value of the services. 
Thus, the court agreed with the Tax Court’s as-
sessment that the opinions offered by Kenedy 
were based on personal belief rather than an 
expert analysis and were properly excludible.  

Service Fees as Deductible Compensation  
Section 162(a) allows as a deduction the ordi-
nary and necessary expenses paid or incurred 
during the taxable year in carrying on any trade 
or business, including a reasonable allowance 
for salaries or other compensation for personal 
services actually rendered. A deduction may be 
made for salary if it is both (1) reasonable, and 
(2) in fact payment purely for services.26 Com-
pensation paid by a corporation to sharehold-
ers is closely scrutinized to make sure the pay-
ments are not disguised distributions.27  

Analyzing whether any portion of the man-
agement fees paid to JEC and Manett’s were de-
ductible, the court noted the following. Aspro 
did not present evidence showing what like en-
terprises under like circumstances would ordi-
narily pay for like management services, a fac-
tor for deducting compensation for personal 
services provided under Reg. 1.162-7(b)(3). 
Also, Aspro did not produce any written man-
agement services agreement with JEC or 
Manett’s or any other documentation of the 
service relationship with these entities.  

Rather, facts and circumstances indicated 
that the payments were disguised dividends. In 
this respect, Aspro had not made a dividend 
distribution since the 1970s, which absence it-
self was an indication that some of the pur-
ported compensation really represented a dis-
tribution of profits. The management fees were 
roughly proportional to stock ownership, 43% 
to each of JEC and Manett’s in 2012, 46% in 
2013 and 44% in 2014. Further, the manage-
ment fees had little relationship to services per-
formed and were paid in a lump sum at the end 
of the year despite the fact that Aspro claimed 
the services were performed throughout the 
year. Additionally, Aspro had very little in-
come after taking a deduction for the manage-
ment fees. Thus, the court concluded that the 
Tax Court did not err in concluding that the 
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management fees paid to JEC and Manett’s 
were non deductible because Aspro did not 
prove that the fees were both reasonable and 
purely for services.  

The court separately analyzed the manage-
ment fees paid to Dakovich, who was Aspro’s 
President and also received substantial pay-
ments of salary and bonus for each year 2012-
2014, in addition to the management fees. The 
court noted that Aspro did not present any ev-
idence showing what similar companies under 
like circumstances would pay as management 
fees (over and above salary and bonus) to an 
employee like Dakovich for the same type of 
management services. Further, Aspro did not 
quantify the value of any such management 
services.  

The court also cited to the findings of the 
Commissioner’s expert, an expert in valuing 
compensation arrangements. He concluded 
that Dakovich’s salary and bonus exceeded the 
industry average and median by a substantial 
margin, and that management fees in addition 
to the salary and bonus were not reasonable. 
Further, the court noted that when the excess 
compensation determined by the Commis-
sioner’s expert was added to Dakovich’s man-
agement fees, Dakovich’s share of manage-
ment fees was 22%, approximating his share 
ownership.  

Elucidating many of the same factors that 
the court noted in its discussion of the manage-
ment fees paid to JEC and Manett’s, the court 
held that the Tax Court did not err in finding 
that Aspro did not establish that management 
fees paid to Dakovich were reasonable. The 
court concluded the payments made to 
Dakovich were a disguised distribution and 
not payments purely for services.  

Observation The result in Aspro is not surpris-
ing. In fact, based on the court’s description, 
Aspro is practically a blueprint of no-nos in trying 
to structure deductible payments for services ren-
dered by shareholders.  

Among other bad facts: 
1. Prolonged history of no dividend distribu-

tions;  
2. Elimination of any significant amount of tax-

able income;  
3. Year-end lump sum distribution of purported 

service payments;  
4. No management services agreement;  
5. No written documentation of services pro-

vided;  
6. No evidence of value of services provided;  

7. No consultation with consultants having ex-
pertise in establishing a compensation plan; 
and  

8. Failure to properly utilize experts to establish 
that compensation for services were in line 
with industry average for similar companies.  
Thus, Aspro emphasizes the risks inherent 

in a haphazard approach to compensation 
planning. n 

TAX COURT 
MISINTERPRETED THE 
MEANING OF “GRANT” 
UNDER TAX TREATY 

In Baturin,28 the Fourth Circuit Court of Ap-
peals reversed the decision of the Tax Court, 
holding that a Russian scientist was the recipient 
of compensation and not a “grant,” which made 
the amount taxable under the United States- 
Russia Tax Treaty.29 The court held that the Tax 
Court misinterpreted the term “grant” as used in 
the Treaty and remanded the case to determine 
whether Dr. Baturin’s relationship with the lab 
where he provided services was a “grant” within 
the meaning elucidated by the Fourth Circuit.  

Facts 
During 2010 and 2011 Dr. Vitaly Baturin, a Russ-
ian national, held a J-1 visa as a researcher spon-
sored by Jefferson Lab, a Department of Energy 
Facility in Newport News, Virginia. Jefferson Lab 
operates a particle accelerator, which smashes 
particles together to help researchers learn about 
the structure of the universe. Dr. Baturin’s work at 
Jefferson Lab involved a detector that would en-
able researchers to see what happens at the sub-
atomic level inside the accelerator.  

During 2010 and 2011 Dr. Baturin received 
Form W-2s from Jefferson Lab reporting 
“wages, tips, [or] other compensation” paid to 
Dr. Baturin in the amounts of $76,729 and 
$79,061, respectively. Dr. Baturin filed a Form 
1040-NR (nonresident) income tax return with 
the IRS for each year and claimed that the Jef-
ferson Lab payments to him were exempt 
under the Treaty. In 2014 the IRS issued a no-
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tice of deficiency to Dr. Baturin stating that the 
payments from Jefferson Lab were taxable and 
claiming he owed $22,229 in income taxes.  

Tax Court 
In the Tax Court Dr. Baturin argued that the pay-
ments from Jefferson Lab were excludable under 
Art. 18(1) of the Treaty as a grant, allowance, or 
other similar payments from a scientific organiza-
tion. The Tax Court held that although Art. 14 of 
the Treaty allows a Contracting State to tax the in-
come derived by a resident of the other Contract-
ing State with respect to employment exercised in 
the Contracting State, the payments from Jeffer-
son Lab were covered under Art. 18(1) and con-
stituted an exempt grant. In this respect, the Tax 
Court determined that wages may be eligible for 
exemption so long as they are similar to a grant or 
allowance.  

Analysis 
Arts. 14(1) and 18(1) of the Treaty provide re-
spectively, in pertinent part:  

Subject to the provisions of Article 15 (Directors’ Fees), 
16 (Government Service), and 17 (Pensions), salaries, 
wages, and other similar remuneration derived by a 
resident of a Contracting State [i.e., the United States or 
Russia] in respect of an employment shall be taxable only 
in that State unless the employment is exercised in the 
other Contracting State. If the employment is so exercised, 
such remuneration as is derived therefrom may be taxed 
in that other State.  

Art. 14(1) (Emphasis added.)  

An individual who is a resident of a Contracting State at 
the beginning of his visit to the other Contracting State 
and who is temporarily present in that other State for the 
primary purpose of: … (c) studying or doing research as a 
recipient of a grant, allowance, or other similar payments 
from a …scientific … organization, shall be exempt from 
tax by that other State … with respect to the grant, 
allowance, or other similar payments.  

Art. 18(1)  

The court stated that the Treaty does not de-
fine what differentiates “salaries, wages, and 
other similar remuneration” in Art. 14 from a 
“grant, allowance, or other similar payments” 
in Art. 18. However, the court found that the 
items covered by Art. 14 and Art. 18 are mutu-
ally exclusive. Thus, a payment cannot be 
wages, et al, and at the same time excludable as 
a grant or similar allowance.  

The court noted that some guidance to the 
interpretation of these provisions is provided 
under Art. 3(2) of the Treaty which provides:  

As regards the application of the Convention by a Con-
tracting State, any term not defined therein shall, unless 
the context otherwise requires or the competent authorities 
agree to common meaning pursuant to [an inapplicable 
section], have the meaning which it has under the laws of 
the State concerning the taxes to which this Convention 
applies.  

(Emphasis added)  

Thus, the court turned to the laws of the 
United States to distinguish the relevant terms. 
The court found the closest U.S. tax analogue is 
Section 117, which exempts from taxation as a 
qualified scholarship any amount received by 
an individual as a scholarship or fellowship 
grant. In addressing what may qualify as a fel-
lowship grant under Section 117, Reg. 1.117-
4(c) specifically excludes amounts paid as com-
pensation for services or primarily for the 
benefit of the grantor as follows:  

(c) Amounts paid as compensation for services or primarily 
for the benefit of the grantor.  

(1) Except as provided in [inapplicable], any amount paid 
or allowed to, or on behalf of, an individual to enable him 
to pursue studies or research, if such amount represents 
either compensation for past, present, or future employment 
services or represents payment for services which are 
subject to the direction or supervision of the grantor.  

(2) Any amount paid or allowed to, or on behalf of, an in-
dividual to enable him to pursue studies or research 
primarily for the benefit of the grantor.  

However, amounts paid or allowed to, or on behalf of, an 
individual to enable him to pursue studies or research are 
considered to be amounts received as a scholarship or 
fellowship grant for the purpose of Section 117 if the 
primary purpose of the studies or research is to further 
the education and training of the recipient in his individual 
capacity and the amount provided by the grantor for such 
purpose does not represent compensation or payment 
for the services described in subparagraph (1) of this para-
graph. Neither the fact that the recipient is required to 
furnish reports of his progress to the grantor, nor the fact 
that the results of his studies or research may be of some 
incidental benefits to the grantor shall, of itself, be considered 
to destroy the essential character of such amount as a 
scholarship or fellowship grant.  

The court noted that the Section 117 regula-
tions were interpreted and upheld by the 
Supreme Court in Bingler v. Johnson.30 There, 
the Supreme Court found that a tuition pro-
gram provided to Westinghouse Electric engi-
neers paying them tuition remuneration for 
post-graduate studies on the condition that 
they return to the employ of Westinghouse for 
a period of two years was not excludable be-
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cause the definitions supplied by the regula-
tions comported with the ordinary under-
standing of scholarships and fellowships as rel-
atively disinterested no-strings educational 
grants, with no requirement of any substantial 
quid pro quo from the recipients.  

The court found that the distinction drawn 
by the Section 117 regulations and Bingler par-
allels the Treaty’s distinction between taxable 
“salaries, wages, and other similar remunera-
tion” and an excluded “grant, allowance or 
other similar payment.” Therefore, because the 
Treaty directs the court to U.S. law and because 
of the parallels between the Bingler framework 
and the Treaty’s structure, the court deter-
mined that Section 117 and its implementing 
regulations supply the principles to distinguish 
taxable compensation from tax-exempt grants 
under the Treaty.  

The court also found significant that the 
Treaty differed from the prior Convention 
with the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on 
matters of taxation.31 That treaty provided for a 
two-year exemption of personal service in-
come earned by researchers. The court noted 
that before the Senate ratified the new Treaty, 
the Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy testified 
to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee 
that although “[s]pecial tax relief applies to 
grants … received by … researchers … the new 

treaty does not preserve [the two-year exemp-
tion] … it is not the policy of … either of the 
two countries to provide special exemptions of 
the compensation earned by … researchers.”32  

The court concluded that because the Tax 
Court did not have the benefit of the court’s 
decision when it heard testimony and decided 
the case, the record was not entirely clear as to 
the specifics of Dr. Baturin’s relationship with 
Jefferson Lab. Accordingly, it remanded the 
case to the Tax Court to determine what Jeffer-
son Lab gained from having Dr. Baturin on 
staff. The court suggested that the Tax Court 
might address the following:  

If not Dr. Baturin, would Jefferson Lab have 
hired someone else to work on upgrading the 
detector? Did the projects he worked on pre-
date and/or post-date his tenure at Jefferson 
Lab or were they dependent on his presence? 
Did Jefferson Lab retain any rights to the prod-
uct of his research? How much discretion did 
Dr. Baturin have to direct day-to-day perform-
ance of his work? In short, was there a substan-
tial quid pro quo here? n
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In Notice 2022-15, 2022-18 IRB 1043, the IRS has 
provided failure to deposit penalty relief for Su-
perfund chemical tax deposits for the rest of cal-
endar year 2022 and the first quarter of calendar 
year 2023.  

The Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act 
(IIJA; P.L. 117-58, 11/15/2021) reinstated the 
excise taxes imposed by Code Section 4661 and 
Code Section 4671 (the Superfund chemical 
taxes) with certain modifications. The IIJA re-
quires taxpayers subject to the Superfund 
chemical taxes to make deposits of these taxes 
semi-monthly beginning 7/1/2022.  

The tax deposit for each semi-monthly pe-
riod should be at least 95% of the net tax lia- 
bility incurred during the tax period unless a 
deposit safe harbor applies. The IRS may with-
draw a taxpayer’s right to use the deposit safe 
harbor if the taxpayer fails to make required 
deposits. (Reg. 40.6302(c)-1(b))  

Section 6656 imposes a penalty for failure to 
make timely deposits of taxes, including Super-
fund chemical taxes (failure to deposit penal-
ties). A taxpayer may avoid these penalties by 
showing that such failure is due to reasonable 
cause and not willful neglect.  

Superfund chemical taxes are reported on 
Form 6627, Environmental Taxes, which is at-
tached to the taxpayer’s Form 720, Quarterly 
Excise Tax Return.  

In Notice 2021-66, 2021-52 IRB 901, the 
IRS provided initial guidance related to the Su-
perfund chemical taxes and requested com-
ments on whether issues related to the rein-
stated Superfund chemical taxes required 
clarification or additional guidance. One of the 
comments the IRS received requested relief 
from failure to deposit penalties.  

In response to the comment, the IRS has is-
sued Notice 2022-15, which provides relief 
from failure to deposit penalties for taxpayers 

required to deposit Superfund chemical taxes. 
This relief covers:  
• The third and fourth calendar quarters of 

2022, and  
• The first calendar quarter of 2023 (collectively 

the “covered period”).  
Notice 2022-15 also provides that during 

the first, second, and third calendar quarters 
of 2023, the IRS will not withdraw a tax-
payer’s right to use the deposit safe harbor 
rules for failure to make required deposits of 
Superfund chemical taxes if certain require-
ments are met.  

For semi-monthly periods in the covered 
period, a taxpayer owing Superfund chemical 
taxes will have satisfied the reasonable cause 
standard to avoid a penalty for failure to de-
posit Superfund chemical taxes if:  
• The taxpayer makes timely deposits of applica-

ble Superfund chemical taxes, even if the de-
posit amounts are computed incorrectly, and  

• The amount of any underpayment of the ap-
plicable Superfund chemical taxes for each 
calendar quarter is paid in full by the due 
date for filing the Form 720 return for that 
quarter. n 

IRS PROPOSES CHANGES 

TO QUALIFIED 

INTERMEDIARY 

AGREEMENT 

The IRS has proposed changes to portions of the 
2017 qualified intermediary (QI) withholding 
agreement (QI agreement) that apply to a QI ef-
fecting the transfer of an interest in a publicly 
traded partnership (PTP) or receiving a distri-
bution from a PTP on behalf of a foreign ac-
count holder of the QI. (Notice 2022-23, 2022-
20 IRB 1062)  

IRS NEWS  

IRS PROVIDES RELIEF FROM 

SUPERFUND CHEMICAL TAX 

DEPOSIT FAILURES 
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A QI is a foreign financial institution (or 
foreign branch of a U.S. financial institution) 
that enters into a QI agreement with the IRS to 
report and withhold taxes from payments 
made to their account holders. Under the QI 
agreement, a QI is entitled to follow certain 
simplified withholding and reporting rules. 
The current QI agreement (2017 QI agree-
ment) expires on 12/31/2022. (Rev. Proc. 
2017-15, 2017-3 IRB 437)  

Under Code Section 1446(a), a PTP must 
pay a withholding tax on any portion of the 
partnership’s “effectively connected taxable 
income” that is allocated to a foreign partner. 
Generally, a PTP’s “effectively connected tax-
able income” is any income that is effectively 
connected to the conduct of a U.S. trade or 
business.  

Under Section 1446(f), a partner who trans-
fers an interest in a PTP must withhold 10% of 
the amount realized on the disposition of that 
interest if any portion of the gain would be 
treated as effectively connected with the con-
duct of a U.S. trade or business. If the partner/ 
transferee fails to withhold any amount re-
quired to be withheld, the partnership must 
deduct and withhold from distributions to the 
transferee the amount the transferee failed to 
withhold (plus interest).  

Proposed changes to 2017 QI agreement. 
Under the 2017 QI agreement, a QI is not per-
mitted to act as a QI with respect to an amount 
subject to withholding under Section 1446(a) 
on a PTP distribution received on behalf of an 
account holder. The proposed modifications 
in Notice 2022-23 would extend the scope of 
the QI agreement to include withholding re-
quired under Section 1446(a) and Section 
1446(f). (Notice 2022-23, section 4)  

According to the notice, the IRS anticipates 
that these proposed changes to the 2017 QI 
agreement, subject to modifications based on 
comments the IRS receives, would be included 
in a revenue procedure containing a new QI 
agreement. The new QI agreement would apply 
on or after 1/1/2023.  

Notice 2022-23:  
• Highlights the IRS’s proposed changes to the 

QI agreement (Notice 2022-23, section 3);  
• Contains the text of the proposed changes to 

the QI agreement (Notice 2022-23, section 4); 
and  

• Provides information on how to submit com-
ments on the proposed changes (Notice 2022-
23, section 5).  

IRS RESPONDS TO 

REPORTS OF 

INFORMATION RETURN 

DESTRUCTION 

In May 2022, the IRS issued a statement respond-
ing to an audit report from the Treasury Inspector 
General for Tax Administration (TIGTA) saying 
the agency destroyed millions of information re-
turns because of a processing backlog. (IRS State-
ment on Information Returns (5/13/2022))  

The IRS stated the following:  

“We processed 3.2 billion information returns in 2020. 
Information returns are not tax returns, and they are doc-
uments submitted to the IRS by third-party payors, not 
taxpayers. 99% of the information returns we used were 
matched to corresponding tax returns and processed. The 
remaining 1% of those documents were destroyed due to 
a software limitation and to make room for new documents 
relevant to the pending 2021 filing season.”  

Claiming that there were no negative tax-
payer consequences as a result of this action, 
the IRS noted that taxpayers or payers have not 
been and will not be subject to penalties result-
ing from this action.  

The IRS stated that this situation reflects the 
significant issues posed by antiquated IRS tech-
nology. In 2020, the IRS prioritized the process-
ing of backlogged tax returns to get taxpayers 
their refunds and support other COVID-re-
lated relief over inputting the less than 1% of in-
formation documents—mostly Form 1099s—
that were submitted on paper.  

System constraints, according to the IRS, re-
quire the IRS to process these paper forms by 
the end of the calendar year in which they were 
received. This meant that these returns could 
no longer be processed once filing season 2021 
began. The IRS pointed out that not processing 
these information returns did not impact orig-
inal return filing by taxpayers in any way as 
taxpayers received their own copy to use in fil-
ing an accurate return.  

The IRS noted that it processed all paper 
information returns received in 2021 and 
planned to process those received in 2022. n 

EMPLOYEE RETENTION 

CREDIT—PENALTY RELIEF 

The IRS, in a news release, reminded employers of 
penalty relief related to claims for the Employee Re-
tention Credit (ERTC) (IR 2022-89, 04/18/2022)  

Treasury and the IRS have received requests 
from taxpayers and their advisors for relief 
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from penalties arising when additional income 
tax is owed because the deduction for qualified 
wages is reduced by the amount of a retroac-
tively claimed ERTC, but the taxpayer is unable 
to pay the additional income tax because the 
ERTC refund payment has not yet been re-
ceived.  

According to the news release, Treasury and 
the IRS are aware that this situation may arise, 
in part, due to the IRS’s backlog in processing 
adjusted employment tax returns (e.g., Form 
941-X) on which the taxpayers claim ERTC 
retroactively. Based on applicable law, IRS 
guidance provides that an employer must re-
duce its income tax deduction for the ERTC 
qualified wages by the amount of the ERTC for 
the tax year in which such wages were paid or 
incurred. Taxpayers that claimed the ERTC 
retroactively and filed an amended income tax 
return reducing their deduction for the ERTC 
qualified wages paid or incurred in the tax year 
for which the ERTC is retroactively claimed 
have an increased income tax liability, but may 
not yet have received their ERTC refund.  

The news release reminds taxpayers that, 
consistent with the relief from penalties for 
failure to timely pay noted in Notice 2021-49, 
they may be eligible for relief from penalties for 
failing to pay their taxes if they can show rea-
sonable cause and not willful neglect for the 
failure to pay.  

In general, taxpayers may also qualify for 
administrative relief from penalties for failing 
to pay on time under the IRS’s First Time 
Penalty Abatement program if the taxpayer:  
• Did not previously have to file a return or had 

no penalties for the three prior tax years;  
• Filed all currently required returns or filed an 

extension of time to file; and  
• Paid, or arranged to pay, any tax due.  

The IRS suggests that for general informa-
tion on penalty relief, taxpayers and tax practi-
tioners should visit the Penalty Relief page on 
irs.gov. 

GLOBAL TAX CHIEFS 

WARN OF RISKS OF 

NONFUNGIBLE TOKENS 

In a news release, the Joint Chiefs of Global Tax 
Enforcement (J5), including the IRS, announced 
the release of an intelligence bulletin, warning 
banks, law enforcement personnel, and private 
citizens of some of the dangers when dealing with 

nonfungible tokens (NFTs). (J5 news release, 
4/28/2022). The document, called the “J5 NFT 
Marketplace Red Flag Indicators,” is the first of its 
kind from the J5. It lists items that should draw 
concern when one is dealing with NFTs or plan-
ning to purchase one.  

The document is not meant to be an all-in-
clusive list of risks associated with NFTs, but 
rather a list of best practices from the five 
countries in the J5 from their dealings with 
NFTs in various investigations.  

According to the J5, while the majority of 
cryptocurrency owners and those purchasing 
NFTs are doing so for righteous reasons, crim-
inals look for any way to exploit new technolo-
gies. Cryptocurrencies and NFTs are not im-
mune. The purpose of the J5 document is to 
provide insight to banks, law enforcement 
partners, and private industry regarding po-
tential red flags in NFT marketplaces. The J5 
seeks to continuously improve fraud detection 
measures in place to detect and prevent crimi-
nal activity.  

The J5 notes that NFTs can be anything dig-
ital including drawings, music, or anything that 
can be seen as art. They have been described as 
an evolution of fine art collecting, only digital.  

The J5 recognizes that data available to NFT 
marketplaces can provide additional and valu-
able perspectives in combatting fraud. A list of 
possible account or transaction attributes are 
included in the J5 document that may provide 
these insights. The J5 stated that it is likely that 
any single indicator in isolation will not be a 
definitive indication of fraud, but a compound 
set of risk indications, after following a “busi-
ness as usual” process, may provide insights 
into potential fraud.  

The J5 includes the Australian Taxation Of-
fice (ATO), the Canada Revenue Agency 
(CRA), the Dutch Fiscal Information and In-
vestigation Service (FIOD), Her Majesty’s Rev-
enue and Customs (HMRC) from n 

EMPLOYER LEAVE-BASED 

DONATIONS FOR 

UKRAINE—IRS GUIDANCE 

In Notice 2022-28, 2022-23 IRB xxx, the IRS 
stated that employer leave-based donation pay-
ments by an employer before 1/1/2023 to Section 
170(c) organizations to aid victims of Russia’s in-
vasion of Ukraine will not be treated as gross in-
come or wages of the employer’s employees.  
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Under an employer leave-based donation 
program, an employee can elect to forgo vaca-
tion, sick, or personal leave in exchange for the 
employer’s making cash payments to charita-
ble organizations described in Section 170(c) 
(“Section 170(c) organizations”). Cash pay-
ments made by an employer to Section 170(c) 
organizations under an employer leave-based 
donation program are referred to as “employer 
leave-based donation payments.”  

The notice specifically provides that em-
ployer leave-based donation payments made 
by an employer before 1/1/2023 to Section 
170(c) organizations to aid victims of the inva-
sion of Ukraine by Russian forces beginning on 
2/24/2022 (qualified employer leave-based do-
nation payments) will not be treated as gross 
income or wages (or compensation, as applica-
ble) of the employer’s employees.  

Similarly, employees who elect or who have 
an opportunity to elect to forgo leave that 
funds the qualified employer leave-based do-
nation payments will not be treated as having 
constructively received gross income or wages 
(or compensation, as applicable).  

Employers should not include the amount 
of qualified employer leave-based donation 
payments in Box 1, 3 (if applicable), or 5 of an 
electing employee’s Form W-2.  

Electing employees are not eligible to claim 
a charitable contribution deduction under Sec-
tion 170 for the value of the forgone leave that 
funds qualified employer leave-based donation 
payments.  

An employer may deduct qualified em-
ployer leave-based donation payments under 
the rules of Section 170 or Section 162 if the 
employer otherwise meets the respective re-
quirements of either section.  

The IRS stated that this new guidance in 
Notice 2022-28 is similar to the guidance pro-
vided in Notice 2001-69, 2001-2 CB 491, as 
modified and superseded by Notice 2003-1, 
2003-1 CB 257, regarding charitable relief fol-
lowing the 9/11/2001 terrorist attacks. n 

TIGTA AUDIT ON IRS 

IMPLEMENTATION OF 

PARTNERSHIP AUDIT 

REGIME 

The Treasury Inspector General for Tax Admin-
istration (TIGTA) has published an audit initi-
ated to determine whether the IRS adequately im-

plemented changes to partnership audit rules 
pursuant to the Bipartisan Budget Act of 2015 
(BBA). (TIGTA Audit Report No. 2022-30-020, 
3/17/2022)  

In November 2015, section 1101 of BBA re-
pealed the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility 
Act of 1982 (TEFRA) partnership procedures 
and replaced them with a new centralized part-
nership audit regime. By the beginning of Fis-
cal Year 2018, the IRS started to examine part-
nership returns using the new centralized 
partnership audit regime procedures. This 
TIGTA audit was initiated to determine 
whether the IRS adequately implemented the 
changes to the partnership audit rules as speci-
fied in section 1101 of BBA.  

TIGTA’s review of the initial examination 
efforts under the centralized partnership audit 
regime rules found that as of the end of Fiscal 
Year 2021, the IRS has completed a total of 480 
examinations. These examinations include re-
turns filed for Tax Years 2016 through 2019. 
The IRS closed 376 (approximately 78%) of 
these partnership returns as a no-change. 
TIGTA stated that this rate is high in compari-
son to the average no-change rate of 50% for all 
partnership returns for the same tax years, 
closed as of 9/30/2020.  

IRS management agreed with TIGTA that 
the no-change rate is high and believes that it is 
too early in the process to analyze and form 
conclusions about the no-change rate. How-
ever, the IRS also confirmed that it has not de-
termined acceptable rates or ranges they would 
use to measure closure types for examinations.  

According to TIGTA, the IRS does not es-
tablish goals based on audit procedures such as 
the centralized partnership audit regime. How-
ever, the centralized partnership audit regime 
provides a centralized method of examining 
items of a partnership that should limit the 
burden on the IRS in both the examination and 
judiciary process. Therefore, TIGTA stated 
that the IRS should measure whether partner-
ship examinations performed after the central-
ized partnership audit regime was in place are 
taking less overall resources to complete and 
administer in comparison to pre-centralized 
partnership audit regime results. By not having 
these targets, the IRS cannot measure the effec-
tiveness of the new audit rules on taxpayer 
compliance.  

The IRS has developed a manual compli-
ance monitoring process to confirm adjust-
ments to partners’ returns when a partnership 
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makes a push-out election. However, TIGTA 
believes that the process is not fully systemic, 
and that without a proper systemic monitoring 
process, the underreporting or nonreporting 
of adjustments may only be detected through a 
cumbersome time-intensive manual process.  

TIGTA recommendations. TIGTA recom-
mended that the IRS address the centralized 
partnership audit regime examination no-
change rates, establish goals and measures that 
address the expected outcomes from the im-
plementation of the centralized partnership 
audit regime, and implement a fully systemic 
method to monitor and verify that push-outs 
are properly reported on partners’ returns.  

The IRS agreed with one recommendation 
and plans to request the development of a sys-
temic method to verify push-outs. The IRS dis-
agreed with two recommendations. TIGTA 
believes that these recommendations will help 
the IRS address factors contributing to high 
no-change rates and establish goals and meas-
urements based on the expected outcomes 
from the implementation of the centralized 
partnership audit regime.  

The TIGTA audit report is available on the 
TIGTA website (treasury.gov/tigta). n 

IRS SENDING LETTERS TO 

TAXPAYERS WITH 

QUALIFIED OPPORTUNITY 

FUND INVESTMENTS 

The IRS announced in a news release that taxpay-
ers who may need to take additional actions re-
lated to Qualified Opportunity Funds (QOFs) 
began to receive letters in the mail in April 2022. 
(IR 2022-79, 4/12/2022)  

Taxpayers who attached Form 8996, Qual-
ified Opportunity Fund, to their return may 
receive Letter 6501, Qualified Opportunity 

Fund (QOF) Investment Standard. This letter 
lets taxpayers know that information needed 
to support the annual certification of invest-
ment standard is missing or invalid, or the cal-
culation is not supported by the amounts re-
ported. If the taxpayers intend to maintain 
their certification as a QOF, they may need to 
take additional action to meet the annual self-
certification of the investment standard re-
quirement.  

To correct the annual maintenance certifi-
cation of the investment standard, these tax-
payers should file an amended return or an ad-
ministrative adjustment request (AAR). If an 
entity that receives the letter fails to act, the IRS 
may refer its tax account for examination. In-
vestors who made an election to defer tax on el-
igible gains invested in that entity may also be 
subject to examination.  

Additionally, taxpayers may receive Letter 
6502, Reporting Qualified Opportunity Fund 
(QOF) Investments, or Letter 6503, Annual 
Reporting of Qualified Opportunity Fund 
(QOF) Investments. These letters notify tax-
payers that they may not have properly fol-
lowed the instructions for Form 8997, Initial 
and Annual Statement of Qualified Opportu-
nity Fund (QOF) Investments, since it appears 
that information is missing or invalid or that 
they may not have properly followed the re-
quirements to maintain their qualifying invest-
ment in a QOF with the filing of the form.  

If these taxpayers intend to maintain a qual-
ifying investment in a QOF, they can file an 
amended return or an AAR with a properly 
completed Form 8997 attached. Failure to act 
will mean those who received the letter may 
not have a qualifying investment in a QOF and 
the IRS may refer their tax accounts for exami-
nation. This may result in letter recipients 
owing taxes, interest, and penalties on gains 
not properly deferred. n
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